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ABSTRACT 

The electrostatic line ion trap (ELIT) is a relatively new type of mass analyzer in which ions 

are axially confined between two opposing ion mirrors. Image charge induced on a central pick-

up electrode can be digitized, mass analyzed, and calibrated to produce a mass spectrum. Recent 

improvements to the ELIT and the development of a novel high resolution, high efficiency ion 

isolation method have given new life to the use of the ELIT as high-performance tandem mass 

spectrometer. This dissertation outlines advancements in all areas of tandem mass spectrometry 

(ion isolation, probing ions, and mass analysis) using an electrostatic linear ion trap. 

An introduction to the ELIT and the analytical techniques associated with the device is 

discussed in Chapter 1. Next, Chapters 2 and 3 discuss innovations in the realm of mass analysis 

using an ELIT. Following discussion of the mass analyzer, Chapter 4 discusses a novel high 

resolution, high efficiency method for ion isolation. Chapter 5 then discusses an extension of the 

fore-mentioned ion isolation method in which multiple ions can be isolated simultaneously. Finally, 

Chapter 6 discusses tandem mass spectrometry experiments that have been done with the current 

iteration of the ELIT. 

In Chapter 2, the ELIT was configured to allow for the simultaneous acquisition of mass 

spectra via Fourier transform (FT) techniques (frequency measurement) and via time-of-flight 

(TOF; time measurement). In the former case, the time-domain image charge derived from a pick-

up electrode in the field free region of the ELIT is converted to frequency-domain data via Fourier 

transform (FT-ELIT MS). The ELIT geometry facilitates the acquisition of both types of data 

simultaneously because the detection schemes are independent and do not preclude one another. 

The two MS approaches exhibit a degree of complementarity. Resolution increases much faster 

with time with the MR-TOF approach, for example, but the closed-path nature of executing the 
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MR-TOF in an ELIT limits both the m/z range and the peak capacity. For this reason, the FT-ELIT 

MS approach is most appropriate for wide m/z range applications, whereas MR-TOF can provide 

advantages in a “zoom-in’ mode in which moderate resolution (M/ΔMfwhm≈ 10,000) at short 

analysis time (10 ms) is desirable. 

In Chapter 3, the mass resolution of the FT-ELIT experiment is increased by reducing the 

axial length of the ELIT. Mass resolution increases linearly with frequency. For an equivalent 

transient length, which implies an equivalent path length, resolution is higher in a shorter ELIT. 

Relative changes in the m/z range were also explored. When trapping ions using mirror switching, 

the m/z range is determined by the time required for fast ions to enter and exit the trap (one 

reflection), and the time it takes slow ions to enter the trap. By reducing the length of the FT-ELIT 

mass spectrometer while maintaining a constant distance from the point ions are initially 

accelerated to the first ion mirror, only the low m/z limit is affected for a given mirror switching 

time. Both a 2.625” and a 5.25” trap will be examined and compared. 

In Chapter 4, ion isolation was achieved via selective pulsing of the entrance and exit ion 

mirrors in an electrostatic linear ion trap mass spectrometer. In addition to ion capture, mirror 

switching can also be used as a method for ion isolation of successively narrower ranges of mass-

to-charge (m/z) ratio. By taking advantage of the spatial separation of ions in an ELIT device, 

pulsing of the entrance and/or exit mirrors can release unwanted ions while continuing to store 

ions of interest. Furthermore, mirror switching can be repeated multiple times to isolate ions of 

very similar m/z values with minimal loss of the stored ions. As isolation is accomplished due to 

the spatial/temporal separation of ion packets within the ELIT, multiple MR-TOF spectra are 

shown to demonstrate separation in the ELIT at the time of isolation. An isolation resolution of 

greater than 36,000 is demonstrated here using a 5.25” ELIT. This resolution corresponds to the 
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fwhm resolution necessary to reduce contaminate overlap of an equally abundant adjacent ion to 

1% or less of the isolated ion intensity. 

In Chapter 5, advantage is taken of the ion overlapping phenomenon in an ELIT to enable 

the simultaneous isolation of ions of disparate m/z ratios using mirror switching. This process is 

demonstrated with minimal ion loss using the isotopologues of three carborane compounds ranging 

in m/z from 320 to 1020. Simultaneous isolation is demonstrated with the isolation of two and 

three peaks in separate isotopic distributions as well as with isolation of alternating isotopologues 

within the same distribution. Such simultaneous isolation experiments are particularly useful when 

conducting experiments in which a mass calibrant is needed or when multiplexing in a tandem MS 

workflow. 

Chapter 6 discusses the use of the current ELIT as a tandem mass spectrometer. Tandem 

mass spectrometry (MS/MS or MSn) is the sequential mass spectrometric analysis of analyte ions. 

Product ions are often informative and can provide information about the structure and identity of 

the precursor ion. The use of the electrostatic linear ion trap as both a tandem-in-space and tandem-

in-time mass spectrometer is demonstrated. The quadrupole linear ion trap (QLIT) located colinear 

to the ELIT can be used for apex isolation, collision induced dissociation (CID), and ion 

acceleration for mass analysis in the ELIT. As a tandem-in-space device, isolation and CID are 

accomplished in the QLIT prior to product ion analysis in the ELIT. When operated as a tandem-

in-time mass spectrometer, mirror switching can be used for high resolution, high efficiency 

isolation. Post-isolation, ions are subjected to surface induced dissociation using a gold disk placed 

directly behind plate 8. Ions still within the kinetic energy focusing range of the ELIT after 

fragmentation are re-trapped for product ion analysis. 
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 INTRODUCTION TO MASS SPECTROMETRY USING 

AN ELECTROSTATIC LINEAR ION TRAP 

1.1 Background 

Since the advent of mass spectrometry by Dr. JJ Thomson,1,2 mass spectrometry has become 

increasingly important in many facets of analytical science. Much mass spectrometry (MS) 

research currently involves the analysis of biological ions with a wide variety of molecular weights. 

Mass analyzer research provides improved analytical figures-of-merit through technological 

advancement. Advances in many tangential fields such as electronics, precision machining, and 

computer sciences also impact MS advancement and thus the challenges that can be addressed 

using MS. Continuing to develop and implement new technologies and strategies surrounding the 

quality of mass measurement will ensure the growth of mass spectrometry and the problems that 

can be solved using MS for years to come. 

1.2 Electrostatic Linear Ion Traps 

The electrostatic linear ion trap was first developed as an alternative to heavy ion storage 

rings in 1997 by Dr. Daniel Zajfman at the Weizmann Institute.3 In an electrostatic linear ion trap 

(ELIT), ions oscillate between two axially symmetric electrostatic ion mirrors in a manner 

analogous to the oscillation of light in an optical resonator such as those used in lasers. Dr. 

Zajfman’s research using his electrostatic trapping device focused on measuring the neutralization 

of ions after collisions with a bath gas overtime. After neutralization ions would exit the ELIT and 

impinge open an external detector for measurement. Concurrently with the design of the ELIT 

designed by Zajfman, Dr. Henry Benner was utilizing an electrostatic storage device for the 

repeated measurement of m/z and charge for absolute mass determination.4 His trap utilized a 
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central pick-up electrode for measurement of induced image charge and ion velocity. The Benner 

ELIT was being utilized for charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS) a method useful for mass 

determination of large ion species. Zajfman later modified his ELIT to include a central pick-up 

electrode such that the image charge of ion populations could be measured overtime. The resulting 

spectrum of induced image charge as a function of time could then be fast Fourier transformed to 

produce a frequency spectrum. Since ions with different m/z produce different frequencies, the 

electrostatic linear ion trap can be used to analyzed mixtures of ions thus making it amenable to 

the field of mass spectrometry. 

Since the advent of the dual-mirror electrostatic linear ion trap much research has been 

done on how this design can be utilized for both m/z and absolute mass measurement. Through the 

years this electrostatic storage device has gone by many names; however, in this discussion the 

device will be term an electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT). An example of the device utilized 

throughout my research is shown below (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1. Dual-mirror electrostatic linear ion trap with parallel plate ion mirrors as introduced by 

Zajfman, et al. used in the McLuckey Lab.   

This device allows for mass analysis using a variety of methods including, but not limited 

to, Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FT-MS), multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (MR-TOF), and charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS). These traps are not 

limited to terminal mass analysis, however and recent advancement have been made in the realm 

of collisional cross section measurement, ion isolation, and tandem mass spectrometry. This 

chapter will act as a primer for the use and operation of the ELIT and should provide a theoretical 

basis for the rest of this dissertation. 

1.3 Geometries 

Figure 1.2 depicts a parallel plate, dual ion mirror, electrostatic linear ion trap with a central 

pick-up electrode for image charge detection.4-10 This geometry has been widely adopted due to 

the ease in which the potential curvature can be adjusted by changing the individual plate voltages. 

The number and thickness of the electrodes can vary between devices. With the overall length 

ranging from 10 cm to 1 m. Using more plates allows for better approximation of an ideal parabolic 

field which is used to focus a range of ion kinetic energies into isochronous motion; however, as 

the number of electrodes increases, the complexity of tuning space also increases. The potential 
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surface for the ELIT used in much of the research presented in this thesis is shown in Figure 1.2. 

Ions are axially confined via the electrostatic retarding field; however, to due to the LaPlace 

condition, ions must be confined radially via an additional einzel element normally located 

between the central housing and the ion mirror. In order to maintain stable ion trajectories within 

the device the focal length set by the ion mirror and einzel elements must satisfy equation 1.1.3,11 

 
𝐿

4
≤ 𝑓𝐿 ≤ ∞ (1.1) 

Where L is the length of the trap and 𝑓𝐿 is the focal length. 
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Figure 1.2. (A) Typical potential energy profile along the axis of the Fourier transform electrostatic 

linear ion trap utilized in the McLuckey Lab for high resolution mass analysis. (B) Simulated 

relationship between an ions kinetic energy and measured frequency in an ELIT. Ions in the ELIT 

have a nominal trapped kinetic energy of ~1960 eV/charge. 

Another common ELIT geometry is the Conetrap which was introduced by Schmidt in 

2001.12 Each cone electrode is used to trap ions axially and the potential difference between the 

cone electrode and the central housing is used for radial trapping. Due to the reduced number of 

elements, this geometry is simpler to tune however the cone-trap suffers from lower ion 

frequencies and a lower accepted kinetic energy range. Conversely, the Conetrap has a wider 

accepted angular divergence upon ion injection.13 The inability to tune the electric field near the 

ion turning point hamper the kinetic energy focusing of this device. By using a kinetic energy filter 

prior to ion introduction into the device, the small kinetic energy focusing range can be 
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circumvented. This type of ELIT is commonly used in charge detection mass spectrometry where 

a single energy selected ion is analyzed.13-16 

Several atypical electrostatic ion trap geometries exist and have been used for a variety of 

reasons. A dual detector electrostatic linear ion trap has been used for frequency multiplying 

experiments. This geometry takes advantage of two off-axis detection electrodes which effectively 

quadrupled the detected ion frequencies, albeit with amplified harmonic overtones. Bent 

electrostatic ion trap also exist and have been used in measurements of both charged and neutral 

fragments as well as determination of the kinetic energy distribution released upon dissociation. 

 A planar electrostatic ion trap (PEIT) was recently introduced by Ding et. al. and 

functioned by taking the y-z plane of the ELIT and rotating it about the y-axis of the trap centered 

at the detector.17,18 This trap was developed to reduce the magnitude of space charge conditions in 

a purely linear device by distributing ions in a plane. This dissertation will focus on electrostatic 

ion trap with a purely linear geometry. 

1.4 Ion Injection 

In order to analyze ions while utilizing the ELIT as a mass spectrometer, a narrow ion packet 

must be injected into the device. The optimal width of the ion packet depends on the application 

of the research as well as various other factors such as trap dimension, space charge limits, 

background noise, and required resolution. 
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Figure 1.3. Methods in which ions can be injected as an ion packet into an ELIT. (A) Quadrupole 

with the ability to generate an axial field. (B) Brubaker lens using push-pull ion extraction. (C) 

Extraction of ion from a continuous ion beam using a pulsed drift tube. 

Figure 1.3 illustrates three of the numerous different methods in which ions can be injected 

into the ELIT as a packet. (A) A quadrupole which can generate an axial field can also be used to 

spatially confine ions at one end of the trap.19 Axial field can be generated in a quadrupole using 

several methods including tilted rods, segmented quadrupoles, wire electrodes, and LINAC II 

electrode8,9,20-29 (used throughout this dissertation). By gating the endcap lens the ion packet can 

be injected into the ELIT with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 100 nanoseconds to 

microseconds. (B) Ions can also be trapped and thermalized in a short quadrupole also known as a 

Brubaker lens or a three-dimensional ion trap.30 Due to the short geometry of these traps, ion 

packets can be extracted in a push-pull manner. This method provides a high degree of flexibility 

in the kinetic energy and temporal width of the injected ion packet. Push-pull injection is 
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commonly used in the MR-TOF community to generate very narrow ion packets (10-50 

nanoseconds)10, 31-38, thus generating high resolution mass spectra very rapidly. (C) A pulsed drift 

tube can be used to generate ion packets by puling from ground to a higher voltage while a 

continuous beam of ions is travelling through the drift tube. In this way, a narrow section (~100 

ns) of the beam can be cut out of and accelerated to the trapping region.39 

1.5 Methods for Ion Capture 

 

Figure 1.4. Representation of ion capture using a parallel plate electrostatic linear ion trap via 

mirror switching (left) and potential lift (right). The y-axis is total energy (potential + kinetic) and 

the x-axis is axial position. The black dots represent the potentials applied to each plate of the ion 

mirrors. The red, green, and blue dots represent ions of different m/z. Only ions within the accepted 

time-of-flight region (blue dashed arrow) when either mirror switching, or potential lifting occurs 

are trapped. 
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There are currently two methods for capturing externally generated ion packets in an ELIT 

(Figure 1.4): mirror switching8,15,25,34,40   and in-trap potential lift23,32,41,42. To trap ions using mirror 

switching, ions must be injected with an energy less than that of the rear ion mirror (A). One or 

more of the entrance mirror electrodes are held at a voltage lower than that of the ions such that 

once the ion-of-interest are within the device, the entrance electrodes can be pulsed to their nominal 

trapping potentials (B) after which they remain trapped (C) until they are lost due to ion-neutral 

collisions. To capture ions via in-trap potential lift, all plate voltages are held at the trapping 

potentials and ions are injected with enough energy to overcome the electrostatic barrier of the 

plates (A). When the ion-of-interest is within the region of some internal lift electrode the potential 

is switched to ground such the energy of the ion of interest is lowered such that it is no longer able 

to overcome the electrostatic barrier of the ion mirror (B) where it remains trapped (C) until it is 

lost due to ion-neutral collisions. The accepted time-of-flight length of each capture method is 

indicative of the mass range for each method and it is clear even from the cartoon illustration of 

the two methods that mirror switching has a larger accepted time-of-flight given traps of similar 

geometries (D). This results in a larger m/z range when using mirror switching when compared to 

in-trap potential lift. An extensive m/z range is particularly important when looking at biological 

samples with multiple charge states. However, potential lift has it’s uses as it does not suffer from 

capacitive loading that occurs in mirror switching experiments.9,23,32,41 
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1.6 Ion Isolation 

 

Figure 1.5. Two methods of in-trap ion isolation are possible using an ELIT, frequency modulation 

(A) and mirror switching (B). Shown here are two ways in which these methods have been 

implemented on the ELIT in the McLuckey lab. 

1.6.1 Frequency Modulation 

A variety of isolation methods can be utilized using an ELIT. These methods take advantage 

of either ion frequency differences or spatial separation. While inherently related, frequency 

modulation utilizes nominal differences overtime while spatial separation isolates ions based on 

instantaneous temporal differences. In 2009, Zajfman introduced kick-out mass selection using an 

internal electrode pulsing from ground to 100V at the frequency of the ion-of-interest and phase 

locked to the ion injection.32,35,43 In this way, ions that were outside of the frequency of the ion-of-

interest are eventually subjected to the pulsed potential and therefore are moved outside of the 

kinetic energy focusing regime of the trap. When the ion-of-interest passed through the pulsing 
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electrode, the nominal voltage was always ground and therefore this ion remained trapped for the 

duration of the experiment. Using this method, Zajfman achieved isolation resolution of 

approximately 100 after 19.3 ms. Using a similar motif, Dr. Ryan Hilger conducted ion isolation 

by frequency modulation in which an electrode that was grounded could be switch to 600V at the 

ion-of-interests lap frequency (Figure 1.5A).24 Using this method, ions at different frequencies that 

were not sufficiently focused in the ELIT and therefore were no longer trapped. Using this 

frequency modulation of a single electrode, isolation resolutions of approximately 200 were 

achieved after 670 µs. Recently, Fischer et. al. demonstrated isolation resolutions of 40,000 using 

a dual deflector setup in which two cylindrical electrodes where modulated at the frequency of an 

ion-of-interest.44,45 

Another method by which ions can be isolated is via the re-trapping in an external 

quadrupole in which the m/z acceptance window of the external quadrupole is dictated by the 

potential well ions experience when exiting the ELIT.46 Using this method isolation resolution of 

70,000 resolution were achieved albeit with 35% efficiency. Once isolated by recapture, ions can 

be thermalized and re-injected into the ELIT for post-isolation mass analysis. 
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1.6.2 Mirror Switching and Gating Methods 

Alternatively, ions can be isolated based on their instantaneous temporal separation at any 

point during trapping.28,29 The linear geometry of the device is convenient, as ion injection and 

release can occur via the same or opposite ion mirrors (Figure 1.5B). In this way, the range of 

trapped m/z values within the device can be dynamically reduced such that only a single ion species 

remains trapped. Isolation resolution of up to 36,000 with high efficiency (>90%) have been 

demonstrated using this method and will be discussed further in Chapter 3. Alternatively, ions can 

be separated temporally and released from the device, where they are then isolated using an 

external deflector.8 The ion-of-interest is then re-trapped in the accumulation quadrupole before 

being re-injected into the device. 

1.7 Tandem Mass Spectrometry and Dissociation Methods 

The ELIT has the capability to act as either a stand-alone tandem mass spectrometer 

(tandem-in-time) or as coupled system in which ion isolation and dissociation occur in a 

quadrupole and mass analysis is done in using the ELIT (tandem-in-space). Thus, making the ELIT 

amenable to a variety of methods to probe ion species and produce structurally informative product 

ion species. The ways in which an ELIT can be utilized as a tandem mass spectrometer will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
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1.8 Mass Analysis 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Methods used to detect ions in an ELIT. (A) Image charge or image current detection 

on a central pick-up electrode. When ion trajectories and trap geometry are considered, the 

generated signal corresponds to a trapezoidal pulse train rather than a sinusoid. (B) External 

detection using a microchannel plate detection. This method can be used for time-of-flight 

measurements. 

1.8.1 The Fourier Transform 

Using the Fourier transform any smooth, periodic, time-domain signal can be decomposed 

into its individual frequency components along with each component’s amplitude and phase.47 The 

continuous Fourier transform is expresses via equation 1.2 

 𝑓(𝜔) = ∫ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒−𝑖2𝜋𝑝𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

 (1.2) 
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where 𝑓(𝜔) is the complex, frequency domain Fourier transform of the time domain signal 

𝐹(𝑡) , 𝑖 the imaginary unit, and p is the real frequency. Because in the time domain signal in FT-

MS is sampled at fixed interval fs, the discrete Fourier transform can be used and is defined below. 

 𝑓(𝜔) = ∑ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒
𝑖2𝜋𝑝𝑛

𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1.3) 

Where n is the time point and Ns is the number of time domain sampling points. The 

frequency bin spacing is determined by the transient length (sampling time), the number of time 

domain samples, the sampling interval T, and the sampling frequency fs. This is expressed in 

equation 1.4 and is directly related to the Fourier transform uncertainty principle shown in equation 

1.5. 

 ∆𝑓 = ∆𝑝 =
1

𝑇0
=

1

𝑁𝑠 ∙ 𝑇
=

𝑓𝑠

𝑁𝑠
 (1.4) 

By measuring more cycles of a waveform in time, the accuracy of the frequency 

measurement increases. The Fourier transform uncertainty principle, which shows the relationship 

between the frequency uncertainty (∆𝑓) and time uncertainty  (∆𝑡) is shown below. 

 ∆𝑓∆𝑡 ≥ 1 (1.5) 

To reach maximum resolutions in FT-MS, space charging and device pressure should be 

reduced such that ion signal can be detected for as long as possible. The maximum resolving power 

achievable in an ELIT for a given ion frequency is expressed in equation 1.6 and occur when a 

frequency can be perfectly measured from an undamped waveform. In this case the spectral 

linewidth is exactly equal to the bin spacing.48 

 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑚

∆𝑚50%
=

1

2

𝑓

∆𝑓50%
=

𝑓

2 ∙ (1
𝑇0

⁄ )
=

𝑓 ∙ 𝑇0

2
 (1.6) 
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The Fourier transform is a complex transformation that produces both real and imaginary 

components which are linear combinations of the absorption (𝐴(𝜔)) and dispersion (𝐷(𝜔)) mode 

spectra as defined below.20 

 𝑅𝑒[𝑓(𝜔)] = 𝐴(𝜔) ∙ cos[𝜑0(𝜔)] + 𝐷(𝜔) ∙ sin[𝜑0(𝜔)] (1.7) 

 𝐼𝑚[𝑓(𝜔)] = 𝐷(𝜔) ∙ cos[𝜑0(𝜔)] − 𝐴(𝜔) ∙ sin[𝜑0(𝜔)] (1.8) 

Expressed this way, the rectangular coordinate shows initial phase as a function of angular 

frequency; however, this can be expressed in terms of the more recognizable polar coordinates 

magnitude (𝑀(𝜔)) and phase (Φ(𝜔)) as is shown below. 

 𝑀(𝜔) = √(𝑅𝑒[𝑓(𝜔)])2 + (𝐼𝑚[𝑓(𝜔)])2 (1.9) 

 Φ(𝜔) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝐼𝑚[𝑓(𝜔)]

𝑅𝑒[𝑓(𝜔)]
) (1.10) 

Many FT-MS spectra take advantage of only the magnitude information; however, 

resolution49-52, and mass accuracy53,54 can be increased by utilizing the phase of the ions using 

absorption mode spectra which is expressed in equation 1.11. 

 𝐴(𝜔) = 𝑅𝑒[𝑓(𝜔)] ∙ cos[𝜑0(𝜔)] − 𝐼𝑚[𝑓(𝜔)] ∙ sin [𝜑0(𝜔)] (1.11) 

Difficulty arises when determining the initial phase of ions. Fourier transform – Ion 

cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry primarily relies on algorithms and experimental 

methods to determine phase as ions are excited in a sequential fashion.49,52-58 Alternatively, in 

Orbitrap59 and ELIT20 experiments, ions are excited via injection and therefore the initial phase of 

ions is determined by the time at which they are injected for mass analysis. Determination of phase 

simply from injection time can be imperfect; however, due to deviation from linearity in ion 

extraction. 
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Because the Fourier transform assumes all frequencies are present at equal amplitudes, 

real-life measurements of exponential damped transients results in spectral leakage which 

manifests itself as side-lobes in absorption mode spectra. One method to circumvent spectral 

leakage while still obtaining the higher resolution of absorption mode spectra is a technique called 

enhanced Fourier transform (eFT).59 Introduced by Lange et al, a synthetic spectrum is generated 

via a linear combination of the magnitude and absorption mode spectra. Thus, the resulting 

spectrum is more absorption mode on the top 50% of the peak and more magnitude mode on the 

bottom 50% of the peak. 

1.8.2 Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry 

When compared to other mass analysis techniques, Fourier transform mass analysis 

provide unparalleled mass resolution. High mass resolution is particularly important when 

analyzing particularly complex mixtures such as crude oil or biological mixture which contain 

thousands of compounds with varying charge states, isotopes, adducts, and ion types. High mass 

resolution and mass accuracy can be used to determine molecular compositions using programs 

which consider mass defect and isotope ratios. 

Fourier transform – Ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry offers the highest 

resolution of any mass spectrometer.49,60-63 Invented in 197450,64, FT-ICR operates by ions within 

a magnetic field and measuring their inherent cyclotron frequency as a function of time. This 

cyclotron frequency is proportional to the magnetic field strength (equation 1.12)65 

 𝑓𝑐 =
𝜔𝑐

2𝜋
=

𝑞

𝑚
𝐵 (1.12) 

Where 𝑓𝑐 is the cyclotron frequency in Hz, 𝜔𝑐 is the ion cyclotron angular frequency, 𝐵 is 

the magnetic field strength, m is the mass of an ion in kg, and q is ion charge in Coulombs. Due to 
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the large magnetic fields required to reach high mass resolution, most FT-ICRs require cryogenic 

cooling which is expensive. 

A second type of FT-MS device is the OrbitrapTM which was invented in 2000 by Dr. 

Alexander Makarov.66,67 In an Orbitrap ions undergo harmonic oscillation in a Quadro-logarithmic 

field. The harmonic oscillation is related to ion mass-to-charge by equation 1.13 

 𝑓𝑧 = √𝑘
𝑞

𝑚
 (1.13) 

In which 𝑓𝑧 is the frequency of the harmonic oscillation of ions in Hz and k is the constant 

for field curvature based on the geometry of the device. The Orbitrap is compact and cheaper than 

an FT-ICR and although the mass resolution is not as high, the Orbitrap is widely used in lieu of 

an FT-ICR. 

A third type of FT mass analyzer, and the subject of this dissertation, is the ELIT which traps 

ion axially between to ion mirrors.21 Using a conductor within the device, ion image charge can 

be measured as a function of time to generate a mass spectrum. Like the Orbitrap, axial oscillations 

are measured which are inversely proportionally to square root of ion mass-to-charge. 

1.8.3 Multiple-Reflection Time-of-Flight 

The maximum resolving power achievable in a time-of-flight experiment is determined by 

the starting condition of the ion packet and the path length allowed for separation.32 Although very 

long linear path length can be made, a more efficient solution is to reuse the same path length 

multiple times. This allows the user to set an arbitrarily long path length which is practically 

limited by the decay rate of the ion signal. The ELIT can be operated as a closed-path multiple 

reflection time-of-flight (MR-TOF) device; however due to the closed path nature, lighter ions can 

overlap larger ions after some time due to difference in relative ion velocities and the geometric 

constraints of the device. This property of ion overlap is known as the racetrack effect and is shown 
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in Figure 1.7. Since the time in which any particular ion is detected is dependent both the ion m/z 

and the number of laps undergone, neither of which are known prior to analysis, the resulting mass 

spectra are difficult to assign after ion overlap due to an ambiguous mass range.32,33,68,69 However, 

if ion m/z is known a-prior, the racetrack effect can be used to isolate multiple ion simultaneously 

which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 1.7. Illustration of the ambiguous mass range generated after the racetrack effect has taken 

place in a closed-path multiple-reflection time-of-flight device. After a given time the lap each ion 

is on becomes unknown and therefore the m/z cannot be directly determined for the time domain 

spectrum. 
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The unambiguous mass range can be expressed as a function of the number of laps 

completed by the ion population prior to analysis which is shown below. Where (𝑚
𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 

(𝑚
𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑖𝑛 define the unambiguous mass range after N number of laps. Conversely, a given mass 

range can be achieved after a certain number of laps equation 1.14. This relationship proves to be 

useful in determining appropriate ion isolation times as will be discussed in Chapter 4.21,70 

 
(𝑚

𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑚
𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑖𝑛

= (
𝑁𝑡 + 1

𝑁𝑡
)

2

 (1.14) 

 𝑁 ≈ ((
(𝑚

𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑚
𝑧⁄ )𝑚𝑖𝑛

)

1
2

− 1)

−1

 (1.15) 

As the number of laps increases, the unambiguous mass range decreases making closed-

path MR-TOF mass analysis useful for simple mixtures or for zoom scans as a compliment to the 

FT-MS experiment. There are three way to generate an unambiguous mass measurement using in 

an MR-TOF experiment. The first, is to isolate a narrow mass range prior to mass analysis in the 

ELIT. Ions can then be detected after they have separated in the ELIT, but before they begin to lap 

one another. The second method is to gate out ions that are not on the same lap using a kick-out 

mass selector.71 The third method is to repeat the mass analysis at multiple analysis times such that 

the ambiguous mass range can be disentangled using multiple equations.21,72 This method become 

difficult for complex mixtures as the number of injection events increases with sample complexity. 

The achievable mass resolution in an MR-TOF experiment is shown in equation 1.16 and 

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.31 

 
𝑚

∆𝑚
=

𝑡0 + 𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑡

2√∆𝑡0
2 + (𝑁𝑡∆𝑡𝑡)2 + [(𝑡|𝛿)0𝛿 + 𝑁𝑡(𝑡|𝛿)𝑡𝛿]2

 (1.16) 

Where 𝑡0  is the time-of-flight from injection from the accumulation quadrupole to the 

detector,  𝑡𝑡 is the time-of-flight for one lap in the analyzer, ∆𝑡0  is the time-of-flight spread 
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resulting from initial injection conditions, ∆𝑡𝑡  is the time-of-flight spread per lap due to field 

aberrations in the ion mirrors, δ is the kinetic energy spread, and (𝑡|𝛿)0 and (𝑡|𝛿)𝑡 are the first-

order dispersion coefficients with respect to kinetic energy spread for a single pass and for each 

lap. 

Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion comparing the use of the ELIT as a FT-MS and 

closed-path MR-TOF for mass analysis and therefore further discussion of the figures-of-merit for 

the MR-TOF will be postponed. 

1.8.4 Charge Detection Mass Spectrometry 

Charge detection mass spectrometry is commonly used to determine the absolute mass of 

large ions which are not amenable to analysis by other MS methods. In order to unambiguously 

assign molecular weight, two pieces of information are necessary, the ion mass-to-charge and the 

charge state. Charge state is normally determined by the spacing of isotopes, but with high 

molecular weight species (>1MDa), the inherent heterogeneity (isotopes, adducts, ion types, 

multiples charge states) of the analyte makes resolving isotopes very difficult, normally requiring 

high to ultra-high resolution. By using a charge sensitive detector, the number of charges on an 

ion can be determine thereby eliminating the need for ultra-high resolution. In a single ion analysis, 

the m/z can be determined by either a time-to-frequency or time-to-velocity measurement and thus 

with both m/z and z, molecular weight m can be easily determined. This has been demonstrated on 

a wide variety of analytes including but not limited to DNA4,73-75, viruses76-78, pyruvate kinase79-

82, and polymer.83 

When an ion travels through the detection electrode two signals of opposite polarity are 

registered. The magnitude of the signal is proportional to the number of charges associated with 

ion, while the time between the signals is related to the ion’s velocity. Due to experimental 
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variations, the uncertainty of the charge and velocity measurements decreases with the square root 

of the number of measurements. In a frequency measurement, the resolution increases linearly as 

a function of time and therefore uncertainty in the m/z measurement decreases linearly assuming 

the frequency of the ion remains constant and detectable for the duration of the experiment. The 

charge of ions can be very accurately assigned (error rate of 1 in 15,000) therefore the uncertainty 

in the mass measurement is limited by the uncertainty in the m/z measurement. 14 

1.9 Conclusion 

The electrostatic linear ion trap is a low-cost instrument that provides a highly flexible mass 

spectrometry platform. The linear geometry ELIT provides an excellent tandem mass spectrometry 

platform from which ions can be isolated, probed, and mass analyzed in a variety of ways. The 

trap can be coupled to numerous ionization sources and can be made compact/portable. Ions can 

be isolated with high resolution and efficiency prior to being probed in a number of ways. The 

ELIT also enables mass analysis via both Fourier transformation (broad-band) or closed path 

multiple-reflection time-of-flight (narrow-band). The rest of this thesis focuses on each aspect of 

developing the ELIT into a high-performance tandem mass spectrometer.  
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 FOURIER-TRANSFORM MS AND CLOSED-PATH 

MULTIREFLECTION TIME-OF-FLIGHT MS USING AN 

ELECTROSTATIC LINEAR ION TRAP 

Adapted with permission from Dziekonski, E. T., Johnson, J. T., Lee, K. W., McLuckey, S. A. 

Anal. Chem. 2017, 89, 10965-10972. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

2.1 Introduction 

Devices capable of trapping gaseous ions have become common-place in analytical mass 

spectrometry (MS) both as ion storage devices and as mass analyzers. Electrodynamic ion traps, 

such as the Paul trap1 and linear quadrupole ion traps,2,3 are commonly used as mass spectrometers 

and as devices for conducting multistage MS experiments (i.e., MSn, where n > 1). In most cases, 

mass analysis is conducted using a form of mass-selective instability4 whereby ions are scanned 

out of the ion trap in an m/z-dependent fashion with external detection via an electron multiplier. 

The ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) ion trap, which combines trapping in the x and y-dimensions 

using a strong magnetic field with electrostatic trapping in the z-dimension, can provide 

unparalleled mass resolution via Fourier transformation of time-domain signals generated by the 

detection of image currents on opposing electrodes to the frequency domain via Fourier 

transformation.5,6 The ICR cell was the first to employ Fourier transform techniques for mass 

spectrometry and forms the basis for FT-ICR mass spectrometers.7 A purely electrostatic ion trap 

based on orbital trapping,8,9 referred to as the Orbitrap, was introduced by Makarov10,11 that is also 

capable of FT-MS.12 The generation of a differential time-domain image current on an outer 

electrode that is split into two halves facilitates Fourier-transformation to generate a mass spectrum. 

The Orbitrap, operated in the FT-MS mode, is also capable of generating very high mass resolution 

and is now widely used in applications that require high resolution and high mass measurement 

accuracy. A conceptually very simple form of electrostatic ion trapping can be effected via the 
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reflection of ions between two opposing ion mirrors, in analogy with an optical resonator. Such 

devices, referred to here as electrostatic linear ion traps (ELITs), have been used for mass analysis, 

although they are not as fully developed for mass spectrometry as the other forms of ion trapping 

devices mentioned above. A particularly prominent application of an ELIT is found in so-called 

charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS) in which both the charge and the m/z ratio of a single 

ion are measured to determine ion mass. This application, first described by Benner13,14 and further 

developed by Jarrold et al.,15−17 Dugourd et al.,18,19 and Williams et al.,20 relies on image charge 

measurements as individual large multiply charged ions pass through one or more central pick-up 

electrodes in the field-free region of an ELIT. The m/z ratio of the individual ion can be determined 

either via measurement of the time the ion takes to pass through a pickup electrode21 (i.e., an ion 

velocity measurement) or via Fourier transformation of the time-domain signal generated by the 

pick-up electrode (i.e., a frequency measurement). Zajfman et al. first described FT-ELIT MS on 

populations of ions,22,23 in analogy with the FT-ICR and Orbitrap experiments. A parallel line of 

work with ELITs has involved a time measurement in which ions undergo multiple reflections in 

an ELIT,24,25 followed by destructive detection typically using a microchannel plate detector. The 

latter work falls into the general category of closed-path multireflection time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (MR-TOF MS), which has also been effected using electrostatic sectors26 rather than 

ion mirrors. Several closed-path MR-TOF devices have been constructed for the purpose of high 

resolution mass selection and mass analysis for the study of short-lived nuclei27−29 in radioactive 

beam facilities. However, a relatively compact MR-TOF designed for use as an analytical mass 

spectrometer has been described.30 We have been exploring the ELIT geometry as a component in 

a platform for MSn experiments for several reasons. These include, for example, the facility with 

which a device with a linear geometry can be coupled with other ion optical elements and the 
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relative simplicity of a purely electrostatic ion trap. We have demonstrated, for example, 

nondestructive tandem mass spectrometry in a combined ELIT/quadrupole linear ion trap 

instrument, whereby ions were passed back and forth between the ion traps without an intervening 

ionization step. Mass analysis of the precursor ions and the product ions were carried out via FT-

ELIT MS, whereas ion dissociation was conducted in the quadrupole ion trap.31 We subsequently 

demonstrated ion isolation within the ELIT via modulation of one of the trapping electrodes32 and 

surface-induced dissociation33 at the end of the ELIT. The latter two developments enabled the 

execution of a tandem MS experiment using the ELIT for mass selection, dissociation, and mass 

analysis of the products. In the course of this work, we have expended effort to optimize the FT-

ELIT mass measurement in our apparatus.34−37 However, a particularly attractive feature of the 

ELIT is that it is amenable to both FT-MS and closed-path MR-TOF MS measurements. Both 

forms of mass analysis can be performed simultaneously on the same population of ions as the two 

types of measurements are independent. In this work, we have adapted our current ELIT 

instrument for MR-TOF MS measurements while retaining the FT-MS capability. Each MS 

approach has its own relative strengths and weaknesses. While the MR-TOF measurement is as 

yet not fully optimized in this instrument, many of the key considerations in comparing time-based 

versus frequency-based measurements can be illustrated and point to the degree to which these 

approaches can be used to complement one another. 

2.2 Experimental Section 

2.2.1 Materials 

Bromazepam, chlorprothixene HCl, gadolinium- (III) chloride hexahydrate, and insulin 

(from bovine pancreas) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). Methanol 

(MeOH) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, U.S.A.). Glacial acetic 
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acid (AcOH) was purchased from Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburg, NJ, U.S.A.). HPLC-grade water 

(H2O) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.). The mixture of bromazepam 

(100 μM) and chlorprothixene HCl (5 μM) was prepared using 50/ 50 v/v MeOH/H2O. Insulin was 

prepared to a final concentration of 100 μM in 49.5/49.5/1 v/v/v MeOH/H2O/AcOH. 

Gadolinium(III) chloride hexahydrate was prepared to a concentration of 15 mM (49.5/49.5/1 

v/v/v MeOH/H2O/AcOH). 

2.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 

 

Figure 2.1. Instrument schematic. 

All experiments were carried out on a home-built mass spectrometer depicted in Figure 2.1 

The ELIT captures ions via mirror switching and detects the resulting image charge using a central 

electrode. The trap itself is made up of 10 parallel stainless steel plates (5.08 cm x 5.08 cm x 0.635 

mm thick, Kimball Physics, Wilton, NH) with holes 6.48 mm in diameter drilled thorough the 
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center; eight of the plates control ion acceleration, deacceleration, and radial focusing  (plate 1-8) 

while the other two are used to enclose the grounded housing for the detector. The spacing between 

elements (plates 1 to 3 = 7.62 mm, plate 3 to central housing 11.43 mm) is maintained by alumina 

spacers (Kimball Physics). The copper pick-up tube used for image charge detection (8.26 mm i.d, 

9.53 mm o.d., 3 cm long) is centered within the grounded housing (50.8mm long, 33.02 mm i.d.) 

by poly ether ketone (PEEK) spacers. Stainless steel tubes (6.35 mm i.d., 10.16 mm o.d, 19.05 mm 

long) were welded to plates 1 and 8 to make the electric fields in both ion mirrors identical. To 

trap positive ions plate 1 is pulsed from ground to 2356 V (ORTEC Model 556, Advanced 

Measurement Technology, Oak Ridge, TN) using a fast, high-voltage switch (HTS 31-03-GSM, 

Behlke Power Electronics, Billerica, MA) at a time defined relative to the ejection of the ion packet, 

containing those ions of nominally lower kinetic energy, were within the changing electric field, 

imparting additional kinetic energy, thereby minimizing band broadening due to kinetic energy 

distribution. All other plate potentials are generated by additional ORTEC 556 power supplies 

with typical potentials being 2364 (plate 8), 1646 V (plates 2 and 7), 1047 V (plates 3 and 6), and 

-2106 V (plates 4 and 5) as measured with a calibrated 1000x probe and a HP 34401A multimeter. 

Frequency shifts arising from the transient voltage recovery of the pulsed power supply are 

minimized by utilizing the ORTEC 556 as the power supply for plate 1 and 8. Daily variation in 

the output voltages of the power supplies were minimized by leaving the ORTEC’s on. With the 

detailed trap dimensions, ion energy (nominally 1960 eV/charge), and trapping voltages, typical 

ion frequencies are between 400 kHz and 100 kHz for m/z 100 and 1500, respectively. With the 

differential region installed and the collision gas on, the base pressure of the ELIT chamber was 

measured to be 1.2 x 10-9 Torr using a Granville Phillips 355001-YF ion gauge. 
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A differentially pumped region was installed between the accumulation quadrupole and the 

ELIT chamber to lower the overall background pressure in the presence of a continuous buffer gas, 

thereby increasing the duty cycle of the mass analysis. The differential region is housed within a 

hollow 6” double faced conflat (0.78” thick) that is pumped on by a Pfeiffer TMH 261 

turbomolecular pump (210 L/s, N2) through two independent 0.5” stainless steel tubes with KF25 

fittings. It includes a carbon copy of the differential aperture, einzel lenses, and deflection 

electrodes, that have been installed in the accumulation quadrupole for all past experiments. 

Briefly, the four deflection (Def) are 0.344” long and have an inscribed diameter of 0.394” with a 

0.025” gap between each quadrant. On either side of the deflection electrodes (0.05” gap) is a flat 

electrode (0.0063” thick) with a center hole that is 0.188” in diameter. PEEK spacers were included 

to center the differential apertures on the conflats. The deflection electrodes were individually 

biased to steer the beam and maximize the transfer efficiency through both differential apertures. 

All parts in the differential region are made of stainless steel, Teflon PTFE), ceramic, or polyether 

ketone (PEEK), and are therefore ultra-high vacuum compatible. 

The nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI) source and the method by which ions are 

concentrated and injected into the electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT) have been described.31,38 

Breifly, the sample was loaded into a pulled glass capillary and placed in front of the sampling 

orifice. High voltage was applied to a platinum wire in contact with the solution to generate and 

electrospray. Ions generated via nESI were transported to a trapping quadrupole equipped with 

LINAC II electrodes, where their accumulation and collisional cooling was facilitated by the 

continuous introduction of either helium or nitrogen gas. Descriptions of the mass analysis 

approaches are provided below. Once cooled, ions-of-interest could be isolated (apex) after which 

the voltage applied to all quadrupole elements were ramped to their injection potentials where the 
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kinetic energy (KE) of the ions is set by the rod offset. An RF phase-locked circuit was used to 

trigger both the injection of the bunched ion packet and the start of data collection at the zero 

crossing of the trapping RF such that a consistent ion energy was sampled. Nominally, the ions 

were trapped with a kinetic energy of 1960 eV/charge, referenced to the field free region of the 

ELIT. 

2.2.2.1 Fourier Transform Ion Detection and Signal Processing 

The charge sensitive detection electronics have been described previously.33,36 The 

preamplifier JFET was changed from a NTE452 to a BF862, resulting in a signal-to-noise 

enhancement factor of 1.9. The output of the charge sensitive preamplifier (A250, Amptek) was 

filtered (band-pass, Krohn-Hite Model 3940, Brockton, MA) and amplified (gain = 5) prior to 

digitization by a PCI-based digitizer (CS1621, 16-bit, Gage Applied Technologies, Lanchine, 

Quebec, Canada) at a rate of 10 MS/s (AC coupled, 1 MΩ input impedance, 25 MHz lowpass filter 

enabled). A program written in LabVIEW 13.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to 

acquire each transient for FT analysis. A custom program, written in MATLAB 2015, was used to 

process the transients using the enhanced Fourier transform (eFT).39  

2.2.2.2 Multiple-Reflection Time-of-Flight 

Dynamical time focus shifting (TFS)40 was used on plates 8 and 1 (∼2200 V) to shift the 

time focus of the ions to the center of the ELIT and the plane of the detector, respectively, thereby 

increasing the observed mass resolution. The TFS voltages were applied and pulsed using 

additional ORTEC 556 power supplies and solid-state switches (HTS 31-03-GSM). When ions 

were to be detected, plate 8 was pulsed from its nominal trapping potential to ground, allowing all 

ions to exit the ELIT and impinge upon a microchannel plate detector (MCP, APD 2 MINITOF 

8/6/ 5/12 D 60:1 EDR SE, PS34049) manufactured by Photonis (Sturbridge, MA, U.S.A.). To 
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detect positive ions, the input voltage lead was biased to −2200 V and the output voltage lead was 

connected to ground through a series 20 MΩ resistor to operate the SMA signal lead at ground. 

The signal was amplified by a Keithly Instruments (Cleveland, OH, U.S.A.) 108 wideband 

amplifier (50 Ω termination, 20 dB gain) prior to digitization by channel 2 of the CS1621 (50 Ω, 

100 MS/s, DC coupled, 25 MHz low-pass filter enabled). All MR-TOF data were collected using 

the GaGeScope software provided with the digitizer and analyzed without further processing. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Each mass analysis approach is considered using a set of common mass analyzer figures of 

merit.41 Results and commentary are provided here regarding mass resolution, mass measurement 

accuracy, m/z range, “peak capacity”, and speed.  

2.3.1 Mass Resolution 

Mass resolution, R, using the definition of 𝑅 = 𝑀/∆𝑀𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚
42 in an ELIT is given by 

𝑓/2𝛥𝑓  in the FT-ELIT experiment and 𝑡/2𝛥𝑡  in the MR-TOF experiment, where 𝑓  is ion 

frequency, 𝛥𝑓 is the width of the peak at half height in  the frequency domain signal, 𝑡 is the ion 

flight time, and 𝛥𝑡 is the width of the peak at half-height in the flight time spectrum. In the 

frequency measurement, in the absence of any ion loss or dephasing mechanisms, 𝑅 increases 

linearly with acquisition time, 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 , and decreases with the square root of the m/z of the ion 

according to 

 𝑅 = 𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞/(𝑚/𝑧)1/2 (2.1) 

where C is a proportionality constant that depends on the apparatus. In practice, the useful 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 is 

limited by the damping constant, τ, which is the time for the time-domain signal to decay to 1/𝑒 ≈

 0.368 of its original amplitude. The major contributor to the damping constant in our apparatus is 
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collisions with background gas. The point is that R increases with measurement time until the 

signal is lost due to collisions/dephasing. (Based on a previously reported R = 36900 at the 

fundamental frequency for ions at m/z 173.9 (i.e., the base peak of the GdO+ isotopic envelope) at 

a 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 = 300 ms,37 C can be estimated to be 1.622 × 106 for the present apparatus.) Figure 2.2 

includes plots of R versus time for various scenarios. The dashed blue line represents R versus time 

up to 300 ms for anion of m/z 316 under the FT-MS conditions used in our apparatus. We note that 

R has been observed to increase with the order of the detected harmonic, at least up to the third 

harmonic, in our apparatus,37 which increases the slope of the resolution versus time relationship 

by a corresponding factor. In the case of the MR-TOF experiment, R is approximately given by43,27 

 
𝑅 =

𝑡0 𝑁 + 𝑡𝑎⁄

2√(
∆𝑡0

𝑁 )
2

+ (∆𝑡𝑎)2

 
(2.2) 

where 𝑡0 is the flight time for a single pass from the ion injector to the detector, N is the number 

of passes through the ELIT, 𝑡 𝑎is the flight time for a single lap in the ELIT, 𝛥𝑡0 is the initial time 

spread, which largely arises from the turn-around time associated with ion injection, as well as any 

spatial spread in the injection quadrupole, and 𝛥𝑡𝑎 is the additional time spread (i.e., dispersion) 

that occurs on each turn. The latter arises from imperfections in the performance of the mirrors 

and trajectory variations. For our system, 𝑡𝑎 is approximately given by 

 𝑡𝑎 = 2(𝑚/𝑧)1/2 ⁄ 𝐾 (2.3) 

where m/z is the numerical value of the mass-to-charge ratio (unitless) and K = 3848700 Hz. Note 

that, in the absence of 𝛥𝑡𝑎, R increases linearly with flight time with no limit. In any real device, 

𝛥𝑡𝑎 is nonzero such that, as N → ∞: 

 𝑅 →  𝑡𝑎/2𝛥𝑡𝑎 (2.4) 
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Figure 2.2 compares the dependence of resolution on storage time for an MR-TOF MS 

experiment (red data points), derived from relations 2.2 and 2.3, with that of an FT-ELIT MS 

experiment (blue data points), derived from relation 2.1, for an ion of m/z =316 using values that 

apply, at least approximately, to the conditions used in these studies (viz., 𝑡0 = 10 μs, 𝛥𝑡0 = 110 

ns, 𝛥𝑡𝑎 = 50 ps, K = 3858700, C = 1.622 × 106). In the case of the MR-TOF experiment, resolution 

approaches the maximum value of roughly 92000 within about 100 ms under these conditions. It 

is clear from Figure 2.2 that R increases much more rapidly in the MR-TOF experiment relative to 

the FT-MS experiment during the first 50 ms of storage time. 
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Figure 2.2. Mass resolution versus acquisition (storage) time for the MR-TOF experiment (red 

data points) and the FT-ELIT experiment (blue datapoints) for an ion of m/z 316 
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The figure indicates that a resolution slightly in excess of 20000 can be achieved in 5 ms 

in the MR-TOF mode, whereas an equivalent resolution at the first harmonic in FT-ELIT mode 

for an ion of m/z 316 requires a 240 ms transient. It is worthy of note that the performance of the 

MR-TOF experiment is more sensitive to injection conditions than the FT-ELIT experiment. The 

initial slope of the resolution versus time curve for the MR-TOF experiment is strongly dependent 

upon injection pulse width, ∆𝑡0 (see relation 2.2). In the case of the FT-ELIT experiment, on the 

other hand, as long as an ion yields a time varying signal at the pick-up electrode, the resolution 

of the FT-ELIT experiment is independent of pulse width.  
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Figure 2.3 (A) eFT mass spectrum of insulin using a 250 ms transient (100 AVGS) that was 

truncated to 75 ms to observe the larger m/z ions. (B) eFT mass spectrum of insulin+5 using a 

11.0913 ms transient (100 AVGS, 3rd harmonic). (C) eFT mass spectrum of insulin+5 using the 

full 250 ms transient (100 AVGS, 3rd harmonic). (D) MR-TOF mass spectrum of insulin+5 at 

11.0913 ms (1000 AVGS). The theoretical isotopic distribution at a mass resolution of 11000 is 

shown for comparison. The * indicates peaks that arise from ions believed to be present in the 

region between plates 7 and 8 when plate 8 is pulsed down. 
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Figure 2.3 compares insulin data acquired via nESI under various mass analysis conditions. 

Figure 2.3a shows the broadband FT-ELIT mass spectrum obtained over the first 75 ms of a 250 

ms transient (100 averages, first harmonic). The data were restricted to the first 75 ms because the 

higher m/z ion signals decay relatively quickly. This spectrum shows an m/z range in excess of 

5000. Figure 2.3b shows the eFT mass spectrum encompassing the isotopes of the 5+ charge state 

of bovine insulin derived from an 11.0913 ms transient (100AVGS, third harmonic). This spectrum 

shows no evidence for the individual isotopes. Figure 2.3c shows the eFT mass spectrum of the 5+ 

charge state of insulin derived from the full 250 ms transient (100 AVGS, third harmonic), which 

results in a mass resolution of 32000. Figure 2.3d shows the MR-TOF MS over the narrow m/z 

range of the 5+ insulin isotopes after a storage time of 11.0913 ms (1000 AVGS). This spectrum 

reflects a mass resolution of roughly 11000 and should be compared directly with the spectrum of 

Figure 2.3b. This comparison demonstrates experimentally that mass resolution increases more 

quickly with time in the MR-TOF measurement, at least at short times, than does the FT-ELIT 

measurement. (We note that a reviewer asked if the predicted maximum resolution is achieved at 

longer storage times. We believe so. However, it is not trivial to demonstrate. A major point of the 

paper is that the m/z range decreases with the number of laps (see relation 2.6 and Figure 2.4, 

below). For the nominal m/z 316 ion used for the various figures, a storage time of 200 ms (>21000 

laps) that leads to a resolution of 92000 results in an un-lapped m/z range of 20−30 milli-mass 

units. We cannot demonstrate such a resolution with the isobaric drugs used here because they 

differ in mass by a little over 80 milli-mass units. 

2.3.2 Mass Measurement Accuracy 

The main limitation to mass measurement accuracy in our ELIT device is likely to arise 

from instabilities in the power supplies used to trap the ions. Such instabilities affect both the ion 
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frequency and flight-time measurements. Assuming both detection methods employ data 

acquisition rates sufficient to define the position of a peak, both approaches are ultimately limited 

by resolution and counting statistics according to the relationship: 

 
𝛿𝑀

𝑀
=

𝑘

𝑅√𝑛
 (2.5) 

where δM is the difference between the measured mass and the true mass, k is a factor that has 

been reported to be approximately unity,44 R is mass resolution as defined above, and n is the 

number of detected ions. This relationship has been used in the context of frequency measurements 

in a Penning trap41 and time measurements made via MR-TOF.45 Another report indicated a k value 

of 1/(2(2 𝑙𝑛 2)1/2) for the MR-TOF approach, assuming a Gaussian peak shape. In any case, 

with careful calibration of the mass scale, both FT-MS and approaches have demonstrated sub-

ppm mass measurement accuracies. 

While we have not attempted to optimize mass measurement accuracy in the development 

of this instrument to date, we have observed mass measurement accuracies on the order of 10 ppm 

or less when using internal standards in our FT-ELIT measurements. Based on relation 2.5 and the 

results and discussion regarding mass resolution above, given the same number of ions per 

injection, mass measurement accuracy would be expected to improve faster with the MR-TOF 

measurement than with the FT-MS method such that high mass measurement accuracies would be 

expected to be achieved faster with MR-TOF. Indeed, the speed and accuracy of the MR-TOF 

measurement enabled the accurate mass measurement of short-lived calcium isotopes under 

conditions in which Penning trap measurements were too slow.43 Alternatively, with the higher 

speed of the MR-TOF measurement, it should be possible to achieve better ion statistics than the 

FT-MS experiment at the same mass resolution due to the greater number of measurement cycles 

that can be executed over a given time-scale. 
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2.3.3 m/z Range 

For all practical purposes, there is no upper or lower m/z limit for trapping and storing ions 

in an ELIT. There are constraints associated with detection methods for factors such as the 

minimum number of charges, in the case of image charge/current measurements, and the minimum 

ion velocity, in the case of electron multipliers. These factors can play a role in limiting the mass 

range but are not addressed here. The range of m/z values that can be studied for a given ion 

injection event into the ELIT for an FT-ELIT experiment has been discussed for both the in-trap 

potential lift approach to ion capture36 and for the mirror switching approach for ion capture,35 as 

used here. Briefly, for mirror switching, the m/z range that can be captured is constrained by the 

flight time associated with a single reflection for the fastest ion of interest (i.e., the ion of lowest 

m/z ratio). The entrance gate must be closed before the fastest injected ion can reflect back and 

escape the ELIT via the entrance mirror. Any ion too slow (i.e., of m/z too high) to enter the ELIT 

during this gating window is prevented from entering the ELIT. For a given injection energy and 

set of trapping conditions, the m/z range of captured ions can be varied via the delay time between 

ion ejection from the accumulation quadrupole and the closing of the entrance mirror. For example, 

an m/z range of 500−5800 for a single set of ion injection conditions is demonstrated in Figure 

2.3a. In the case of closed-path MR-TOF, the m/z range over which unambiguous mass 

assignments can be made is severely constrained by the so-called “race track effect”, whereby fast 

ions lap slower ions.47  The ratio of highest m/z ion to the lowest m/z ion that can be stored without 

lapping in an ELIT as a function of the number of turns (laps), N, is approximately48 

 
𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛
≈ (

𝑁 + 1

𝑁
)

2

 (2.6) 

There is clearly a trade-off between resolution and m/z range for unambiguous mass 

assignment in the MR-TOF experiment.  Figure 2.4 shows a plot of 𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄  versus lap 
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number (blue line, left y-axis) and mass resolution for an ion of m/z 316, using the parameters 

given for Figure 2.2, versus lap number (right axis, red line). This plot clearly demonstrates how 

rapidly the unambiguous m/z range narrows with lap number. The potential for ambiguity in mass 

assignment at high resolution is usually minimized by injecting ions within a narrow distribution 

of m/z values and ejecting the trapped ions before lapping can take place for the mass-selected ion 

population. A simple example illustrating the trade-off between resolution and m/z range is given 

in Figures 2.5a,b, which compare MR-TOF data for a mixture of cations derived from the nESI of 

the drugs bromazepam (C14H11N3OBr, monoisotopic m/z = 316.0085) and chlorprothixene 

(C18H19NSCl, monoisotopic m/z = 316.0921) at storage times of 1.1595 and 4.730 ms, respectively. 

For reference, the eFT mass spectrum obtained from a 150 ms transient is shown in Figure 2.5c. 

(The tailing in the MR-TOF data is believed to result from an asymmetric trapped ion kinetic 

energy distribution resulting from the nonlinear extraction field of our injection method. This is 

not a fundamental characteristic of MR-TOF, as this would probably be eliminated if we were to 

use a push−pull technique for extracting the ions. We do not claim to have achieved a state-of-the-

art approach to MR-TOF. However, it is certainly good enough to illustrate the relative strengths 

of MR-TOF vs FT-ELIT.) The monoisotopic drug ions are labeled as 1 and 2, while the single 13C-

containing ions are labeled 3 and 4, the 81Br- and 37Cl-containing ions are labeled 5 and 6, 

respectively, and the 13C, 81Br- and 13C, 37Cl-containing ions are labeled 7 and 8, respectively. In 

Figure 2.5a, the signals for these ions are observed in the order expected for ions that undergo the 

same number of laps. In Figure 2.5b, however, the pairs of ions (viz., 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 

and 8) are observed in the reverse order, while the correct order within each pair is preserved. The 

m/z range estimated for the 1.1595 ms storage time (126 laps) is 5 m/z units assuming m/z min = 

316.  
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Figure 2.4. Unambiguous mass range and theoretical mass resolution as a function of the number 

of laps (N) for an ion of m/z 316. The parameters are as follows: 𝑡0 = 10 μs, 𝛥𝑡0 = 110 ns, K = 

3858700, and 𝛥𝑡𝑎 = 50 ps.  
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Figure 2.5. Mixture of bromazepam and chlorprothixene HCl cations detected at 1.1595 (a) and 

4.730 ms (b) using MR-TOF. The eight isotopes are numerically labeled. (c) eFT mass spectrum 

of the same mixture at the fundamental frequency using a 150 ms transient (100AVGS). 
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The m/z range for an ion of m/z = 316 stored for 4.73 ms (513 laps) is roughly 1 m/z unit. 

This is consistent with ions of each nominal m/z ratio (e.g., the two monoisotopic ions 1 and 2 at 

nominal m/z 316) undergoing the same number of laps but each successive pair of peaks 

undergoing one less cycle than the ions one unit lower in m/z (i.e., the ions at nominal m/z 317 

undergo 512 laps). Hence, the pairs of ions within each m/z unit appear in the correct order in 

Figure 2.5b but the ions of each successive nominal m/z ratio undergo one less lap than the ions of 

the preceding m/z ratio and are therefore detected in reverse order. While there are approaches that 

can mitigate the complications from fast ions lapping slow ions, such as mass selection prior to 

injection of ions into the trap, the race-track effect places a severe constraint on the use of a closed-

path MR-TOF device for general usage as a mass spectrometer for a wide range of applications. 

The m/z window for un-lapped ions can be moved over a very wide range via an ion isolation step 

but it will be quite narrow at high resolution. 

2.3.4 Peak Capacity 

The term “peak capacity” is usually encountered within the context of chromatography and 

refers to the number of peaks that can be resolved with a particular column.49 It is an idealized 

figure of merit in that is assumes that the peaks are optimally distributed across the separation 

space. The actual number of peaks that are resolved in the nonideal (i.e., “real-world”) situation is 

usually much lower.50 Within the context of mass analysis, peak capacity is equal to the number 

of resolution elements (RE) across the accessible m/z range, which is given by51 

 𝑅𝐸 = ∫
𝑅

(𝑚/𝑧)

𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑(𝑚/𝑧) (2.7) 
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where R is the mass resolution defined above and 𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛 define the upper 

and lower limits to the m/z range. In the case where R is independent of m/z, such as the MR-TOF 

experiment,30 the number of resolution elements is given by 

 𝑅𝐸 = 𝑅 ln
𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (2.8) 

If the m/z range is restricted to non-lapped ions and N ≥ 1, relation 8 can be rewritten based 

on relations 2 and 6 as 

 
𝑅𝐸 ≈

𝑡0 𝑁 + 𝑡𝑎⁄

2√(
∆𝑡𝑎

𝑁 )
2

+ (∆𝑡𝑎)2

 ln (
𝑁 + 1

𝑁
)

2

 
(2.9) 

In the case where R is inversely related to (𝑚/𝑧)1/2, which applies to the FT-ELIT experiment, 

the number of resolution elements is given by 

 𝑅𝐸 = 𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 ((
1

√𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛

) − (
1

√𝑚/𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

)) (2.10) 
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where C and 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 have been defined in relation 2.1. For any mass spectrometry experiment, 

peak capacity is determined by both the width of the resolution element(s) and the total width of 

the separation space (i.e., the m/z range). In the case of the FT-ELIT experiment, these two factors 

are independent of one another, whereas they are inversely related in the closed cycle MR-TOF 

experiment. The result is that peak capacity increases linearly with resolution in the FT-MS 

experiment because the m/z range does not change. It is this characteristic of FT-ICR, for example, 

that makes it so well suited to applications like petroleomics,52 which places a high premium on 

peak capacity. An example of increasing peak capacity with storage (transient) time in the FT-

ELIT experiment with the present instrument is given in Figure 2.6 with mass spectra derived from 

the electrospray of a solution of GdCl3 hexahydrate, which is dominated by GdO+ ions and their 

adducts. All spectra were derived from different time segments (viz., (a) 4, (b) 15, (c) 25, and (d) 

75 ms) of the same 75 ms transient.  
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Figure 2.6: FT-ELIT MS of (a) 4 ms, (b) 15 ms, (c) 25 ms, and (d) 75ms of the same 75ms transient. 
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The m/z range for this figure is arbitrarily restricted to m/z 150 - 500 due to the absence of 

ions at higher m/z ratios. The point is that the peak capacity, even at 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 = 4 ms, is already in 

excess of 200 and reaches nearly 5000 at  𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞 = 75 ms within this m/z range. The case is 

dramatically different in the closed-path MR-TOF experiment. 

 

Figure 2.7: Number of resolution elements as a function of the number of laps completed (N). The 

parameters are as follows: t0 = 10 µs, Δta = 110 ns, m/z = 316, k = 3858700, ta = 9.21 µs, and Δta = 

25 (black), 50 (orange) and 75 (grey) ps 

 

Figure 2.7 shows plots of RE versus N for anion of m/z = 316 using approximate values for 

the current apparatus. Unlike the case with the FT-MS experiment, the number of resolution 

elements tends to decrease with storage time. Over the period in which the resolution continues to 

increase linearly with time, the number of resolution elements remains roughly constant. However, 

when the resolution begins to level off, the number of resolution elements decreases increasingly 

rapidly. The point at which this decrease becomes significant is largely determined by the 

dispersion term (i.e., 𝛥𝑡𝑎 ). The major point here is that the peak capacity of the MRTOF 
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measurement is relatively modest due to the rapidly decreasing m/z range with lap number (storage 

time), whereas it increases linearly with storage time in the FT-MS experiment. 

 It is also worth considering the case when m/z is not restricted to unlapped ions (e.g., all 

ions in the trap are collected during the full time range for dropping the exit lens until the last ion 

is detected, which is close to the time for one reflection of the slowest ion in the trap). Operating 

in the way presumes some means for dealing with the race-track effect. In this scenario, relation 

(2.9) is no longer applicable as all ions within the range of trapped ions can give rise to signals in 

the final MR-TOF spectrum. An estimate of the peak capacity in this situation can be made by 

dividing the time-window for the TOF detection, tTOF, (i.e., roughly ta in the present apparatus, 

which depends in part on the slowest and fastest ions in the trap) by the time-width of a peak. The 

maximum peak capacity would be determined by Δt0, the initial time-width of the injected ions. If 

we take Δt0 to be roughly 110 ns and the time read-out for the ion, tTOF, to be roughly 10 µs, a peak 

capacity of roughly 90 results. The point is that the peak capacity cannot be improved with 

increasing N via increasing the storage time, in contrast with the FT-MS, even when the criterion 

for unlapped ions is lifted. This difference is due to the fact that peak width decreases in frequency-

space with storage time in the FT-MS experiment whereas peak width in time does not decrease 

with time in the TOF experiment. Improvement in resolution with time in the TOF experiment 

takes place when the flight time differences between ions of different mass increase faster than the 

peak width. When ions are allowed to lap one another, however, flight time difference in the final 

tTOF loses its relevance. Approaches to improve peak capacity would include narrowing t0 and/or 

adding additional flight time to the tTOF by injecting the ions into, for example, a linear TOF of 

reTOF. 
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2.3.5 Speed 

The foregoing results and discussion provide context for considering the relative analysis 

times for the MR-TOF and FT experiments in an ELIT. The MR-TOF approach can provide 

moderate resolution at significantly shorter analysis times than the FT approach but with a limited 

m/z range. Furthermore, it is generally necessary to prevent ions from outside of the m/z range of 

interest from being injected into the ELIT in the MR-TOF experiment as such ions will appear in 

the mass spectrum at locations that are inconsistent with the mass calibration for the ions of interest. 

In order to generate data with the m/z range and peak capacity afforded by the FT experiment using 

MR-TOF, it is necessary to piece together a spectrum using multiple injections of isolated 

segments of the overall spectrum. In this scenario, the speed advantage of the MR-TOF is seriously 

compromised. 

2.4 Conclusions 

The linear electrostatic ion trap geometry allows for a straightforward combination of a 

frequency-based mass measurement (e.g., FT-ELIT MS) and a time-based measurement (e.g., MR-

TOF MS). The FT-ELIT MS experiment affords a much larger m/z range, increasing peak capacity 

with time, and is less sensitive to initial injection pulse width. It can also provide superior mass 

resolution at long storage times, provided sufficiently long transients can be achieved. Mass 

resolution decreases with the inverse square root of ion m/z ratio with the FT experiment and tens 

to hundreds of charges are needed for image charge/current detection. With the MR-TOF 

experiment, mass resolution increases faster with storage time and is less strongly dependent upon 

m/z. Furthermore, in principle, it is possible to detect a single charge with a channel plate detection 

scheme. However, the race-track effect associated with a closed-path MR-TOF experiment 

severely limits the m/z range for unambiguous mass measurement and also limits peak capacity. 
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Taken collectively, the relative merits of these mass analysis approaches point to the use of the 

FT-ELIT MS scheme as most appropriate for broad m/z range mass analysis and the MR-TOF MS 

scheme as a complementary approach for “zoom-in” targeted applications that can benefit from 

faster measurements focused on a very narrow m/z range for the separation of isobaric ions, for 

example.  
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 A MINIATURIZED FOUIER TRANSFORM 

ELECTROSTATIC LINEAR ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETER: 

MASS RANGE AND RESOLUTION 

Adapted with permission from Johnson, J. T., Lee, K. W., Bhanot, J. S., McLuckey, S. A. J. Am. 

Soc. Mass Spectorm. 2019, 30, 588-594. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

3.1 Introduction 

In Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FT-MS), mass resolution (M/ΔMFWHM) is directly 

related to the frequencies of detected ions. Increased mass resolution results in increased spectral 

peak capacity and potentially higher mass measurement accuracy making high resolution mass 

spectrometers particularly useful for complex mixture analysis.1-4 Existing methods to increase 

mass resolution relative to magnitude mode FT-based mass analysis include: data processing 

techniques that consider phase information,5-8 extending data acquisition times,9, 10 and increasing 

the detection frequencies.11-13 Increasing detection frequencies can be achieved by increasing the 

number of detection events,11, 12, 14 increasing the magnetic field strength in Fourier transform ion 

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers (FT-ICR),15 or by increasing the number of axial 

oscillations per unit time in electrostatic traps such as the Orbitrap™ and electrostatic linear ion 

traps (ELIT).13, 16, 17 Alternatively, detection at higher harmonics using multiple detection 

electrodes, which was first demonstrated in the FT-ICR community,11, 18-21 can lead to resolution 

increases in proportion to the number of detection electrodes. Use of frequency multiplying traps 

has been limited, however, largely due to the complex nature of the frequency spectra (fractional 

harmonics) that can arise from imperfectly positioned electrodes. Harmonic overtones naturally 

exist in many FT-MS devices due to signal deviation from an ideal sine-wave. Naturally occurring 

harmonics are often regarded as spectral artifacts and are widely considered a nuisance as they 

complicate spectral interpretation.22 Under conditions in which transient length is pressure-limited, 
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however, resolution increases linearly with harmonic order.23, 24 Multiple detectors have been used 

in charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS) to measure the mass of large ion species. CDMS 

using multiple detectors was initially done using array detection systems such as those developed 

by Jarrold et al.,25 Austin et al.,26 and Gamero-Castaño.27 In addition to array detection, measuring 

induced ion signal multiple times, using an ELIT or Conetrap, has also been used to increase the 

accuracy of m/z and charge measurements in CDMS.28 Furthermore, the Williams group has 

implemented a trapping device that also utilizes an array detection scheme.29 Whereas CDMS 

analyzes single ion species and focuses primarily on multiply-charged megadalton ions, 

electrostatic linear ion traps are also used as conventional mass spectrometers by injecting ion 

bunches.30 Introducing multiple detectors in ensemble measurements using an FT-ELIT 

necessitates precise alignment else fractional harmonic are manifested.12 By reducing the axial 

length of an ELIT, frequencies and thus resolution are increased at equivalent transient lengths. 

The introduction of the high-field Orbitrap™ allowed for higher detected frequencies by reducing 

the dimensions of the mass analyzer and thereby increasing the electric field strength between the 

inner spindle and outer electrode.13 Reducing the size of the Orbitrap™ resulted in a frequency 

increase of ~ 1.8-fold when compared to the standard Orbitrap™. In much the same way, detected 

ion frequencies in a FT-ELIT can be increased by simply reducing the spaces between opposing 

ion mirrors. Herein, the performance of a miniaturized ELIT is described to demonstrate the 

influence of reducing the trap axial dimension on mass resolution and mass/charge range. 

Comparisons to a previously used ELIT are drawn to demonstrate the relative performance 

differences between each device. The miniaturized ELIT has been modified by reducing the 

spacing between the electrodes making up the ion mirrors and by reducing the space separating 

the ion mirrors. The properties and operation of the previous ELIT have been discussed at length 
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elsewhere3 and are mentioned here only as means of comparison with the smaller ELIT discussed 

here. 

3.2 Experimental Section 

3.2.1 Materials 

Bradykinin acetate salt and insulin (from bovine pancreas) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Methanol (MeOH) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, MA, USA). Glacial acetic acid (AcOH) was purchased from Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburg, 

NJ, USA). HPLC grade water (H2O) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). 

LC/MS tuning mix for ESI (G2421A) was purchased from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, 

USA). Insulin was prepared to a final concentration of 100 μM in 49.5/49.5/1 v/v/v 

MeOH/H2O/AcOH. Bradykinin was prepared to a final concentration of 20 μM in 49.5/49.5/1 

v/v/v MeOH/H2O/AcOH. 

3.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 

All experiments were carried out on a home-built mass spectrometer. The ELIT described 

previously has been replaced with a shorter trap in which the spacings between electrodes have 

been reduced by a factor of 2 (plates 1 to 3 = 3.81mm, plate 3 to central housing = 5.715 mm). 

Spacings are maintained using alumina spacers (Kimball Physics). In addition, the length of the 

central housing was reduced from 50.8 to 25.4 mm. The nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) 

source and the method by which ions are concentrated and injected into the electrostatic linear ion 

trap (ELIT) have been described.30 The electrostatic linear ion traps described in this work are 

2.625″ and 5.25″ in length measured from the beginning of the first trapping electrode to the end 

of the last trapping electrode. 
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The charge-sensitive detection electronics have been described previously.31, 32 The in-

vacuum electronics for the 2.625” ELIT were altered due to spatial restrictions within the vacuum 

chamber. Thus, the detection electronics were moved onto a printed circuit board to reduce the 

dimensions of in-vacuum electronics. A side effect of moving to a PCB detection scheme is a 

reduction in the total dielectric noise of the circuit including detector (capacitance between the 

detector electrode and the JFET) and stray (capacitance between elements within the detection 

electronics) capacitance. The housing used to mount the in-vacuum electronics for the 2.625” trap 

is shown in Figure 3.1a along with the associated PCB and surface mount elements for the in-

vacuum circuit (Figure 3.1b). The schematics for the in-vacuum portion of the detection circuitry 

are shown in Figure 3.1c. 

The output of the charge sensitive preamplifier (A250, Amptek) was filtered (band-pass, 

Krohn-Hite Model 3945, Brockton, MA) and amplified (gain = 5) prior to digitization by a PCI-

based digitizer (CS1621, 16-bit, Gage Applied Technologies, Lanchine, Quebec, Canada) at a rate 

of 10 MS/s (AC coupled, 1 MΩ input impedance, 25 MHz low-pass filter enabled). A program 

written in LabVIEW 13.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to acquire each transient 

for FT analysis. A custom program, written in MATLAB 2017a, was used to process the transients 

using the enhanced Fourier transform (eFT).8 
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Figure 3.1. The in-vacuum detector housing (a) attached to the field free region of the ELIT and 

the associated PCB detection electronics (b). The pickup electrode is connected to the detection 

PCB via a spring-loaded push pin. The schematics for the in-vacuum electronics (c) are relatively 

simple and include a JFET, feedback resistor, and a capacitor. 
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3.2.3 Ion Optical Simulations 

A model of the trapping quadrupole, intermediate lenses, differential pumping region, and 

2.625″ ELIT was constructed in SIMION v8.1. An additional model using the 5.25″ ELIT was 

also constructed for theoretical frequency and mass range comparisons. For mass range 

simulations, ions were initialized within a cylindrical distribution (radius = 0.1 mm, length = 1 

mm) located near the end exit of our trapping quadrupole with kinetic energies uniformly 

distributed between of 0.01 and 0.02 eV. Collisional cooling using nitrogen gas was simulated via 

a hard-sphere collision model that was included in the SIMION software. The trapping quadrupole 

was operated at 816 kHz with the RF amplitude set such that the m/z being trapped had a q value 

of 0.4 on the Matheiu stability diagram. The LINACII electrodes, rod offset, and exit lens were 

held at 700 V, 1990 V, and 1978 V during the 2 ms ion thermalization step. Ions were ejected from 

the trapping quadrupole by pulsing the exit lens from 1978 to 1500 V at a zero crossing of the RF. 

After ion injection, the background pressure was set to zero to avoid unstable trajectories caused 

by ion/neutral collisions. Mass/charge range simulations for Figures 4 and 5 were done by injecting 

100 ions of each mass-to-charge ratio from m/z 100 to 8000 in 50 m/z unit increments. Low m/z 

limit simulations were done with 100 ions of each mass-to-charge ratio from m/z 100 to 1500 in 

10 m/z unit increments in order to better approximate the low m/z limits of the 2.625″ and 5.25″ 

ELIT.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Mass Resolution 

Reduction in the axial dimension of an ELIT at constant trapping voltages can be used to 

increase the detected frequencies of ions in the device thereby increasing mass resolution per unit 

acquisition time. Reducing the length of our ELIT by a factor of 2 resulted in a ~ 90% increase in 

oscillation frequencies. The frequency increase and the resulting resolution increase are 

demonstrated using ions of the + 5 charge state of bovine insulin in Figure 3.2. After a 250 ms data 

acquisition time, the isotopes of [insulin+5H]5+ are not fully resolved in the 5.25″ ELIT; however, 

in the 2.625″ ELIT, the + 5 charge state is baseline resolved with a resolution increase equal to the 

observed frequency increase. Peak shifting on the right side of the red spectra in Figure 3.2 is a 

result of space charge due to high ion densities. We have demonstrated previously that at lower 

ion densities (i.e., shorter accumulation times), peaks remain uncoalesced.23 Theoretical fits for 

the +5 charge state of insulin are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.2. (top) Detected ion frequencies for [insulin+5H]5+ ions in the 5.25″ (red) and 2.625″ 

(black) ELITs. eFT mass spectra of [insulin+5H]5+ ions for a 250 ms transient using the 5.25″ (red) 

and 2.625″ (black) ELITs. 
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Figure 3.3. Experimental (red) and theoretical (black) mass spectra of [Insulin+5H]5+ in the 2.625” 

(top) and 5.25” (bottom) ELIT. 
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Figure 3.4. eFT mass spectrum of Agilent ESI Tuning Mix (G2421A) from 500 to 3000 m/z (150 

ms transient, 100 averages) with corresponding m/z values, resolutions (FWHM), and calculated 

instrument proportionality constants. The * indicates higher harmonics.  
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Figure 3.5. Theoretical resolution trends for the 2.625″ (black) and 5.25″ (red) FT-ELIT mass 

analyzers at m/z 530.8 based on the average proportionality constant calculated using eFT mass 

spectra of bradykinin2+ from 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 ms transients in either device  
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In an FT-ELIT, resolution, R, increases linearly with acquisition time, 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞, and decreases 

with the square root of m/z. In the absence of dephasing, resolution follows the equation below: 

 𝑅 = 𝐶𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑞/(𝑚/𝑧)1/2 (3.1) 

where C is a proportionality constant that depends on the device. This proportionality constant is 

directly related to mass resolution and should be independent of mass/charge value provided 

detected ion signals persist over the duration of the acquisition time. In Figure 3.4, measured 

proportionality constants are reported over a range of m/z values (~ 1800 m/z) produced using 

Agilent LC/MS tuning mix for ESI (G2421A). The consistency of the proportionality constants 

over a wide m/z range demonstrates that the increased mass resolution in the miniaturized device 

applies for a wide range of masses under a single fixed set of trapping conditions, which 

demonstrates the ability of the FT-ELIT to operate as a broadband mass spectrometer. A mass 

resolution of ~ 37,400 FWHM was achieved for the + 2 charge state of bradykinin at m/z 530.8 

using a 300 ms acquisition time in the 2.625″ ELIT. For comparison, an equivalent acquisition 

time on the 5.25″ FT-ELIT yielded a resolution of roughly 20,050 FWHM for the same m/z value 

(see Figure 3.5). Alternatively, in the 2.625″ ELIT, a resolution of approximately 20,050 FWHM 

can be reached after only 154 ms of data acquisition. Using the proportionality constant calculated 

for the [bradykinin+2H]2+ ions in the 5.25″ and 2.625″ ELITs, theoretical resolutions for different 

acquisition times were calculated and plotted in Figure 3. Such plots illustrate the relative 

resolution performance of the two analyzers and can be used to predict resolution for different 

acquisition times.  
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Figure 3.6. Mass/charge range simulated as a function of mirror switching time (μs). Agilent ESI 

tuning mix (G2421A) from m/z 500 to 3000 (150 ms transient, 100 averages). The * indicates 

higher harmonics. 
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Figure 3.7. Ions trapped with an efficiency of at least 50% for mirror switching times from 6 to 16 

μs in the 2.625″ ELIT. Trapping efficiencies were determined using SIMION v8.1. Ions between 

the 𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ (red) and the 𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤(black) are stably trapped for a given mirror switching time. 

3.3.2 m/z Range 

Ion capture in an ELIT can be affected by either potential lift or mirror switching 

approaches, both of which have been described previously.33 Of the two techniques, mirror 

switching offers larger mass/charge ranges and is used in the current work. Mirror switching 

involves the release of ions from an accumulation quadrupole while the entrance mirror voltage is 

low enough to allow ions to enter the ELIT with a subsequent increase in the entrance mirror 

voltage (i.e., mirror switching) to capture the ions that are in the ELIT. The time between dumping 

the ions from the accumulation quadrupole and the switching of the entrance mirror voltage to 

capture ions in the ELIT, referred to herein as the mirror switching time, determines the 

mass/charge range of the ions captured in the ELIT. Ions with flight times from the accumulation 
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quadrupole to the entrance mirror that are roughly equal to or longer than the mirror switching 

time are too slow to enter the ELIT, which establishes the upper m/z limit. The lower m/z limit 

coincides with ions with flight times from the exit of the accumulation quadrupole to the far mirror 

and back out of the ELIT that are roughly equal to or less than the mirror switching time. 

Experimental mass/charge ranges are demonstrated in Figure 3.6 using Agilent LC/MS tuning mix 

for ESI (G2421A). 

Upper and lower m/z limits of the 2.625″ ELIT were calculated using various mirror 

switching times in SIMION v8.1 for the geometries and voltages relevant to the experiments of 

Figure 3.6 and the results were consistent with the experimental observations for the tuning mix. 

In Figure 3.7, trapped m/z values between 6 and 16 μs switch times are used to illustrate the 

relationship between mirror switching time and m/z range for the 2.625″ ELIT using a 50% 

trapping efficiency as an arbitrary working regime to define the upper and lower m/z limits. Fits 

of the lower (𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤) and upper (𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) m/z limits as functions of the mirror switching time 

are shown as black and red lines, respectively. The data approximately follow a power-of-2 

relationship which is consistent with the relationship between ion velocity and m/z. The ratio of 

the coefficients in the two fits can be used to estimate the mass range at any mirror switching time 

(i.e., 𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ =  5.2 ∗ 𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤 ). For comparison, in the 5.25″ ELIT, an analogous simulation 

exercise yielded the relationship 𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ  =  8.9 ∗ 𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤. Hence, for a given low m/z limit, the 

longer ELIT yields a roughly 71% larger upper m/z limit. Alternatively, for a given upper m/z limit, 

which corresponds to a given mirror switching time, the lower m/z limit for the 2.625″ ELIT is 

1.71× greater than that of the 5.25″ ELIT. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

Reducing the length of FT-ELIT mass spectrometers offers a simple way to enhance mass 

resolution albeit with a proportionally reduced mass range. Mass resolution increases linearly with 

frequency. For an equivalent transient length, which implies an equivalent path-length, resolution 

is higher in a shorter ELIT. Mass resolution in a 2.625″ ELIT increased by ~ 90% when compared 

to a 5.25″ ELIT. Although a shorter trap has higher mass resolution, it has a smaller mass/charge 

range. For mirror switching at a fixed distance from the ion accumulation quadrupole to the 

entrance mirror and a fixed mirror switching time, the upper m/z limit is independent of the length 

of the ELIT. Only the low m/z limit is affected by reducing the length of the ELIT. For the 

instrument geometry used in this work, the m/z range for the 5.25″ ELIT was reduced from 

(𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤  −  8.9 𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) to (𝑚/𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑤  −  5.2 𝑚/𝑧ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) when reducing the trap length to 2.625″. 

However, the m/z range is readily adjusted by changing the mirror switching time. Hence, it is 

possible, in principle, to access a practically unlimited m/z range by stitching together spectra 

obtained at different mirror switching times. 
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 MIRROR SWITCHING FOR HIGH RESOLUTION ION 

ISOLATION IN AN ELECTROSTATIC LINEAR ION TRAP 

Adapted with permission from Johnson, J. T., Carrick, I. J., Eakins, G. S., McLuckey, S. A. Anal. 

Chem. 2019, 91, 8789-8794. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

4.1 Introduction 

The efficiency and resolution with which precursor ions can be selected for subsequent 

interrogation are important figures of merit in any tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) 

experiment.1 Various precursor ion selection approaches have been used in the many MS/MS 

platforms that have been developed over the past several decades. A particularly common 

approach in many commercial platforms, for example, is the use of a quadrupole mass filter for 

precursor ion isolation. In the case of most tandem time-of-flight (TOF/TOF) instruments, a single-

pass TOF process is used to separate precursor ions for subsequent activation.2 Improved precursor 

ion isolation resolution can be achieved using multiple reflection TOF (MR-TOF) via a significant 

extension in ion flight path, as demonstrated with the commercially available spiralTOF, an open-

path MR-TOF/TOF mass spectrometer that offers a fixed path length of 17 m for precursor ion 

isolation and a single reflection TOF for mass analysis.3,4 

A high degree of selectively in ion flight length can be achieved via ion storage time in a 

closed-loop MR-TOF device.5 After a given storage time, ions can be released for detection or to 

an external device for subsequent processing. A deflector, such as a Bradbury-Nielsen gate, is 

commonly used to selectively pass ions within a small m/z range after a MR-TOF separation.6−12 

Similarly, isolation by in-trap potential lift ejection has also been demonstrated.13 Alternatively, a 

trapping plate can be modulated such that unwanted ions become unstable over time to accomplish 

ion isolation within MR-TOF devices.14,15 Recently, authors using a MR-TOF device with a single 
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in-trap deflector consisting of two electrodes quoted an ion selection resolution of 40,000 using 

square wave modulation using low voltages.16,17 Ions can also be selectively retrapped in an 

injection region then sequentially reinjected into the MRTOF.18 Isolation is accomplished due to 

the small acceptance window of the retrapping field. Using this technique isolation, resolutions up 

to 70,000 were quoted with trapping efficiencies of up to 35%. 

The electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT), which consists of two ion mirrors facing each other 

and separated by a field free region, is a common platform for MR-TOF measurements.19−21 The 

linear geometry is convenient for ion isolation because ion injection and release can occur via the 

same ion mirror or via opposite mirrors. Ions are introduced axially at a fixed energy and are 

trapped between the two ion mirrors. Although there is no inherent limit to the m/z values that can 

be trapped in an ELIT device, the physical dimensions of the trap and trapping method (e.g., mirror 

switching22 or potential lift13,23−25) limit the maximum achievable mass range for a given injection 

of ions. It has been demonstrated, however, that use of multiple injection events can be used to 

partially overcome this limitation.17 Mass analysis can be achieved via MR-TOF using an external 

detector following release from the ELIT or by Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS),26 

using a pick-up electrode within the ELIT for image current detection, or both.27 A serious 

potential complication for both mass analysis and ion isolation using a closed-path MR-TOF 

device, however, is the so-called “racetrack effect”28 whereby fast ions lap slow ions leading to 

ambiguity in mass selection/determination. Herein, we describe and demonstrate a general 

approach to achieving high-resolution (>10,000) ion isolation with high efficiency (i.e., little or no 

ion loss) using multiple mirror switching pulses with an ELIT. Isolation resolution is defined here 

as the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) resolution necessary to reduce peak overlap from an 

equally abundant adjacent ion to 1% or less of the amplitude of the ion of interest. This approach 
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has been implemented on an ELIT of relatively modest length (5.25 in.) but applies to any closed-

loop MR-TOF device. 

4.2 Experimental Section 

4.2.1 Materials 

L-Lysine monohydrochloride, L-glutamine, and ammonium acetate were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). [PC P-18:0/22:6] and [PC 19:0/19:0] were purchased from Avanti 

Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Methanol was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, 

MA). HPLC-grade water was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). The LC/MS 

tuning mix for ESI (G2421A) was purchased from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA). The 

mixture of L-lysine (100 μM) and L-glutamine monohydrochloride (1 mM) was prepared using 

50/50 v/v MeOH/H2O. The mixture of [PC P-18:0/22:6] (100 μM) and [PC 19:0/19:0] (100 μM) 

was prepared using 99/1 v/v MeOH/1 mM ammonium acetate. 

4.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 

All experiments were carried out on a home-built 5.25 in. ELIT that has been described 

previously.27 The nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) source and the method by which ions are 

concentrated and injected into the ELIT have been described previously.29 Procedures for 

obtaining mass spectra via Fourier transformation and via MR-TOF with this device have been 

described previously as well.25 It is important to note that the MR-TOF spectra shown here provide 

an estimate of the time separation of the ions in the ELIT at the time of ejection; however, peaks 

are broadened due to the mirror foci (temporal focusing) being at the center of the trap for FT 

measurements and not at the face of the MCP. 
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4.2.3 Ion Isolation 

Ion isolation was performed by pulsing of the first plate of the ELIT (plate 1) or the last plate 

(plate 8) (or both) from their nominal trapping potentials (∼2360 V) to ground at some specified 

time after ion injection. It is important to note that the voltage necessary for ion ejection needs 

only to be lower than the nominal ion energy (∼1960 eV/charge). The time in which the electrodes 

are pulsed and the duration they are held at ground was set by a pulse/delay generator (model 575, 

Berkeley Nucleonics, San Rafael, CA). A home-built digital signal joiner was developed for 

combining waveforms from multiple signal sources such that a single mirror could be pulsed 

multiple times by coupling up to four input TTL signals. The digital signal joiner and its associated 

schematics are shown in Figure 4.1. This device allowed for high accuracy control over multiple 

mirror switching events using the BNC 575 pulse/delay generator. Each signal drives a high 

impedance input that prevents interference or signal degradation of adjacent channels. By utilizing 

high-speed CMOS technology, the circuit was configured such that the propagation delay stays 

within an 8.5 ns window. Mirror switching was done using ORTEC 556 power supplies and solid-

state switches (HTS 31-03-GSM, Behlke Electronics GMBH, Kronberg, Germany). 
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Figure 4.1. The digital signal joiner circuit used for coupling TTL signals for mirror switching 

isolation experiments. This circuit is operational as either a NAND or OR logic based on how the 

elements are populated. To operate the circuit in a NAND configuration populated R1, R2, R3, R4, 

R11, and U1. To operate the circuit in an OR configuration populate R7, R8, R9, R10, R12, and 

U2. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 4.2. Illustration of techniques used in mirror switching isolation. (a) Selection of a restricted 

mass range by pulsing plates 1 (T1) and 8 (T2) after ion injection (T0). (b) High-resolution ion 

selection after adequate separation time using a third pulse (T3) of a given width (ΔT3). 

In an ELIT device, ions separate in time until some maximum separation is achieved based 

on the relative ion velocities and dimensions of the mass analyzer, after which fast ions overtake 

slow ions (i.e., the racetrack effect). The racetrack effect must be avoided to achieve ion isolation 

without contamination due to ion lapping. For the separation of ions of very similar m/z ratio, long 

flight times/distances are required. It is therefore important to be able to dynamically control the 

m/z range of the ions stored in the ELIT, which can be achieved via the appropriately timed release 

of ions that might otherwise lap or be lapped by the ions of interest. By progressively reducing the 

range of masses trapped in the device, high spatial separation can be achieved for ions of very 

similar m/z ratios, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.2 for a simple four-component mixture. 
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The accepted m/z range for an ion population released from the accumulation ion trap at T0 in the 

present device is determined by the timing of raising the voltage applied to plate 1 (entrance mirror) 

from 0 V to the value used to store ions at T1.
25 High m/z ions too slow to enter the ELIT prior to 

T1 are precluded from being trapped and low m/z ions that bounce from the opposing mirror (plate 

8) and exit through plate 1 before T1 are also precluded from being trapped. The ions at the lower 

end of the trapped m/z range can begin to lap the ions at the upper end of the m/z range after the 

low m/z ions have undergone a single lap. To avoid such a scenario, it is desirable to limit the 

initial m/z range of trapped ions to allow for ions to separate in time while avoiding any ion lapping. 

It is straightforward to restrict the m/z range of trapped ions in the initial ion injection step (i.e., a 

low resolution selection step) by using two timed mirror switches, as illustrated in Figure 4.2a. 

One of several ways to do this is to time the gating of plates 1 and 8 such that only ions with flight 

times between the two gates pulse are stored. In the schematic of Figure 4.2a, plate 1 is gated up 

at T1 to prevent (blue) ions of m/z higher than those of interest from entering the trap while plate 

8 is gated up at T2 just before the ions of interest can exit, thereby allowing faster (red), lower m/z 

ions to pass through the trap. The trapped (green) ions of a relatively narrow m/z range can then 

be allowed to further separate in time to the point at which another mirror switch at T3 with a given 

pulse width (ΔT3) can be used to allow unwanted (lighter green) ions to escape the ELIT. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.2b. 

The initial mass selection step illustrated in Figure 4.2a, in which T1 determines the high 

m/z cutoff and T2 determines the low m/z cutoff, is relatively crude because it depends on the 

degree of separation that takes place during the short time-of-flight associated with the initial 

injection step from the trapping quadrupole. Nevertheless, it prevents the immediate onset of ion 

lapping when ions of widely different m/z values are initially stored in the ELIT. The unlapped 
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m/z-range in a MR-TOF, expressed as the ratio of the upper  (𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 and lower (𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑖𝑛 m/z 

limits, is approximated by30 

 
(𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑖𝑛
≈ (

𝑁 + 1

𝑁
)

2

 (4.1) 

Based on this relationship, it is possible to estimate the number of laps (N), as determined by the 

storage time, that can be allowed before the ions in the initially selected ion population can begin 

to undergo ion lapping:  

 𝑁 ≈ ((
(𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑚/𝑧)𝑚𝑖𝑛
)

1/2

− 1)

−1

 (4.2) 

At any point prior to the time that ion lapping can occur, one or more subsequent mirror switching 

events can be used to release unwanted ions in a selective fashion. A series of appropriately timed 

mirror switches can be used to provide precursor isolation at a resolution related to the 

temporal/spatial separation obtainable via a MR-TOF experiment. Isolation performance can also 

be impacted by the speed with which the mirror electrodes can be switched and any associated 

ringing, which has been discussed for the present apparatus and is shown experimentally in Figure 

4.3.25,27 
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Figure 4.3. MR-TOF mass spectrum of protonated glutamine and lysine with an overlay of the 

narrowest plate pulse event achievable using our current electronics. The y-axis is scaled to the 

measure plate 8 trapping voltage (~2360 V). The plate voltage is only low enough to eject ions 

during the set isolation event. Rippling after the isolation event is likely due to parasitic capacitance 

on the output of the high voltage switch. This ripple was likely exacerbated by measuring the signal 

output and therefore this is a worst-case scenario. 
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Figure 4.4. eFT mass spectra of Agilent ESI tuning mix. (a) Tuning mix with wide m/z range 

acceptance (T1 = 20 μs). (b) Reduction of the m/z range at the high end by use of T1 = 13.5 μs. 

(c) Isolation of the 1521.97 peak and its isotopes by use of T1 = 13.5 μs (plate 1) and T2 = 19 μs 

(plate 8). (d−f) Isolation of successive isotopes at different T3 values (96.7% efficient) (see 

inserts). Intensity scales are the same for each eFT spectra, and efficiencies are within the 

experimental reproducibility for this device. All mass spectra are averages of 100 spectra. All 

transients are 300 ms in length. The * indicates background noise. The ○ represents sodiated 

peaks. The ■ represents peaks associated with harmonics. 

 

An ion isolation process for ions derived from the Agilent tuning mix is illustrated in Figure 

4.4. The enhanced Fourier transform (eFT) mass spectrum of the tuning mix obtained after a single 

mirror switching event for plate 1 (T1 = 20 μs) is shown in Figure 4.4a. Figure 4.4b shows the 

spectrum obtained using T1 = 13.5 μs, which prevents the higher m/z ions from entering the ELIT. 

Figure 4.4c shows the mass spectrum obtained using a plate 1 mirror switch at T1 = 13.5 μs and a 

plate 8 mirror switch at T2 = 18.5 μs. This process prevents the higher m/z ions from entering the 
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ELIT while it allows the lower m/z ions to pass through the ELIT. The time-of-flight separation in 

the single pass through the ELIT is insufficient for the isolation of the isotopologues of protonated 

hexakis(1H,1H,5H-octafluoropentoxy)phosphazine (monoisotopic ion = m/z 1521.971). During 

the storage time between T2 and T3 (15.47 ms and 761 laps), the isotopologues separate further 

such that they are spaced roughly 5 μs apart in-flight time shown below in Figure 4.5. A third, 12 

μs long mirror switch (plate 8) to ground (i.e., T3) can be used to release two of the three isotopic 

peaks (d−f) remaining in the ELIT. For example, at T3 = 15.43 ms, the locations of the isotopes in 

the trap are such that the two heavier isotopes are in line to reach plate 8 before the lightest isotope 

(see insert to Figure 4.4d) such that the 12 μs plate 8 pulse to ground is sufficiently long to release 

the two heavier isotopic ions. The order in which the three isotopic peaks reach plate 8 can be 

adjusted via T3, thereby allowing for the selective release of two of the three isotopic ions (see also 

the insets to Figure 4.4e,f). The isolation resolution demonstrated for Figure 4.4d−f is 

approximately 3700 fwhm based on the resolution necessary to reduce peak overlap to 1% of the 

ion of interest. (We assume a Gaussian peak shape, which approximates the shapes of the peaks 

we generally observe in the MR-TOF experiment.) The ion path length in the 5.25 in. ELIT was 

estimated to be 124 mm using a simulated model of the device in SIMION v8.1 (Scientific 

Instrument Services, Ringoes, NJ). A trapping time of 15.47 ms in the 5.25 in. ELIT results in 761 

laps for ions of m/z 1521.971 (lap time ≈ 20.3 μs) and a time-of-flight path length of 188.7 m prior 

to isolation. 
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Figure 4.5. MR-TOF mass spectrum of protonated hexakis(1H,1H,5H-

octafluoropentoxy)phosphazine and its associated isotopologues after low resolution isolation via 

mirror switching. Ions were detected after 15.43 ms of separation resulting in a spacing of 

approximately 5 µs between the isotopolouges. 
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Figure 4.6. eFT mass spectra and MR-TOF of protonated L-glutamine (m/z 147.0764) and L-lysine 

(m/z 147.1128). (a) Pre-isolation eFT mass spectrum. (b) MR-TOF spectrum of protonated L-

glutamine (left) and L-lysine (right) after 25.65 ms. (c) Isolated L-glutamine (101% efficient) after 

25.65 ms. (d) Isolated L-lysine (85.9% efficient) after 25.65 ms using isolation pulse widths of 1.5 

μs. Intensities scales are the same for all eFT spectra and efficiencies are within the experimentally 

reproducibility for this device. All mass spectra are averages of 100 spectra. All transient are 200 

ms in length.  
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Figure 4.7. eFT mass spectra of protonated [PC P-18:0/22:6] (m/z 818.6063) and [PC 19:0/19:0] 

(m/z 818.6638). (a) eFT mass spectrum of the monoisotopic isolation of the two isobaric ions. (b) 

Isolated [PC P-18:0/22:6] (111% efficient) and (c) isolated [PC 19:0/19:0] (106% efficient) after 

45.58 ms using a 2 μs pulse of plate 8. Intensities scales are the same for all eFT spectra, and 

efficiencies are within the experimentally reproducibility for this device. All eFT mass spectra are 

averages of 100 spectra. All transients are 300 ms in length. 
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Higher resolution ion isolations can be achieved by allowing longer separation times for 

closely spaced ions. This was demonstrated with a mixture of protonated L-lysine and L-glutamine, 

two isobaric species that are separated by m/z 0.0364 (Figure 3), and protonated [PC P-18:0/22:6] 

and [PC 19:0/19:0], which are also isobaric and are separated by m/z 0.0575 (Figure 4). As can be 

seen with the MR-TOF spectrum of the amino acid mixture near the isolation time, the ion packets 

for protonated L-lysine and L-glutamine are well separated in MR-TOF space (Figure 3b). 

Temporal and spatial separation demonstrated in the MR-TOF measurement allowed an 

experimental isolation resolution of at least 10,000 fwhm (i.e., the resolution needed to isolate one 

of the roughly equally abundant isobaric ions with less than 1% abundance of the other isobaric 

ion present after the isolation step) as illustrated in panels c and d in Figure 4.6. Ions underwent 

4071 laps after the 25.65 ms separation time (lap time ≈ 6.3 μs) and thus had a final time-of-flight 

path length of 1009.6 m before ion isolation. Isolation resolutions of 38,000 fwhm were achieved 

for a fatty acid mixture of [PC P-18:0/22:6] and [PC 19:0/19:0] (Figure 4.7) after 48.58 ms of 

separation time (lap time ≈ 14.9 μs). After 3375 laps, ions experienced a final time-of-flight length 

of 837.0 m before isolation. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

A novel ion isolation approach is demonstrated here with a device capable of MR-TOF and 

FT mass analysis. This isolation technique takes advantage of the spatial separation possible in a 

closed path MR-TOF device. The range of masses trapped within an ELIT is decreased 

successively to allow ions of very similar m/z to separate while avoiding the racetrack effect. In 

this work, ion isolation was demonstrated to different extents on Agilent ESI tuning mix, a mixture 

of two closely spaced amino acids (L-glutamine and L-lysine, Δ m/z = 0.0364), and a mixture of 

two isobaric fatty acids ([PC P-18:0/22:6] and [PC 19:0/19:0], Δ m/z = 0.0575). Furthermore, MR-

TOF mass spectra were used to demonstrate the degree of spatial/temporal separation 

accomplished with a 5.25 in. ELIT. This spatial separation is due to the long flight paths achievable 

with a closed-loop trapping device and is related to the resolution with which ions of similar m/z 

can be isolated from one another. In all cases reported here, flight paths of greater than 100 m were 

achieved using a 13.33 cm (5.25 in.) long ELIT device. In the most extreme case, a path length of 

1009.6 m was achieved. Mirror switching is demonstrated as a straightforward and effective 

method for high-resolution and high-efficiency ion isolation in an ELIT without the incorporation 

of any supplemental electrical elements, such as deflection plates. 
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 SIMULTANEOUS ISOLATION OF NON-ADJACENT 

M/Z IONS USING MIRROR SWITCING IN AN ELECTROSTATIC 

LINEAR ION TRAP 

Adapted with permission from Johnson, J. T., Carrick, I. J., Eakins, G. S., McLuckey, S. A. Anal. 

Chem. 2019, 91, 12574-12580. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

5.1 Introduction 

Applications for the simultaneous isolation of ions of non-adjacent (m/z) ratio include mass 

calibration1,2 and multiplexing in tandem mass spectrometry.3,4,5 Studies using simultaneous ion 

isolation have primarily used ion trapping instruments in conjunction with tailored waveforms 

such as correlated harmonic excitation fields (CHEF)6 and stored waveform inverse Fourier 

transform (SWIFT)7, broadband isolation techniques that operate by generating a tailored 

waveform that excites and ejects unwanted ions over time. Numerous techniques have been 

demonstrated for ion isolation within multiple reflection time-of-flight (MR-TOF) devices.8-13 Of 

these methods, only one has demonstrated simultaneous isolation of multiple ion species of 

disparate m/z.14 This isolation method uses selective modulation of an in-trap deflector consisting 

of two electrodes at the frequencies of the ions of interest. The deflector is at ground when the ions 

of interest are in the deflector region and at a low deflection voltage when the ions of interest are 

outside of the deflector region. This method, like SWIFT and CHEF, relies on frequency 

modulation to alter the trajectories of unwanted ions over time until they are ejected. Mirror 

switching has been demonstrated as a method for high resolution and high efficiency ion isolation 

in an electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT).8 In addition, this method can be used to selectively retain 

multiple ions of disparate m/z ratios based on their temporal/spatial overlap within the device. 

Unlike frequency modulation experiments, mirror switching relies solely on the instantaneous 

positions of ions in relation to the switching electrode. As a result, advantage can be taken of the 
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high spatial and temporal separation achieved in relatively short time scales in MR-TOF 

experiments. In this work, a method based on mirror switching for simultaneous isolation of ions 

of non-adjacent m/z ratios is described and demonstrated. Efficient isolation of a single isotope 

each from two and three isotopic distributions of a mixture of three carborane ion populations is 

demonstrated. Furthermore, a method for simultaneous isolation of equally spaced ions in a narrow 

m/z range is also described and illustrated using a carborane ion isotopic distribution. Finally, an 

internal mass calibration is demonstrated by simultaneously isolating three calibrant ions from a 

tuning mixture and a single charge state of insulin. 

5.2 Experimental Section 

5.2.1 Materials 

A mixture of carboranes consisting of AgCH11H5Cl6, CsCHB11Cl11, and AgCHB11Br11 

(100μM each) was prepared in a solution using 50/50 v/v MeOH/H2O. The carboranes were 

synthesized and provided by Professor C.A. Reed’s group at the University of California Riverside, 

Department of Chemistry. Methanol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). 

Water was purchased from Malinckrodt (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). Insulin (from bovine pancreas) 

was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). Insulin was prepared to a final 

concentration of 20 μM in 49.5/49.5/1 v/v/v MeOH/H2O/AcOH. LC/MS tuning mix for ESI 

(G2421A) was purchased from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA). 

5.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 

All experiments were carried out on a home-built 5.25” ELIT that has been described 

previously.15 The nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) source and the method by which ions are 

concentrated and injected into the electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT) have been described 
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previously.16 Procedures for obtaining mass spectra via Fourier transformation (FT) have been 

described.15 

5.2.3 Ion Isolation 

Ion isolation was performed by pulsing of the first plate of the ELIT (plate 1) or the last plate 

(plate 8) (or both) from their nominal trapping potentials (~2360 V) to ground at some specified 

time after ion injection. The time in which the electrodes were pulsed and the duration they were 

held at ground was set by a pulse/delay generator (model 575, Berkeley Nucleonics, San Rafael, 

CA). A home-built digital signal joiner (discussed in Chapter 4) was used to combine waveforms 

from multiple signal sources such that a single mirror could be pulsed multiple times by coupling 

up to three input TTL signals. Mirror switching was done using ORTEC 556 power supplies and 

solid-state switches (HTS 31-03-GSM, Behlke Electronics GMBH, Kronberg, Germany). 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

In a closed-loop MR-TOF device, such as an ELIT, all ions of a given m/z ratio either lap or 

are lapped by ions of other m/z ratios (i.e., the racetrack effect) given a sufficiently long storage 

time. To avoid ambiguities due to ion lapping in single ion isolation experiments using mirror 

switching, care must be taken to release potentially lapped or lapping ions while ions of very 

similar m/z ratio can continue to separate. This can be done via the judicious timing of ion release 

events to manage the trapped mass range inside the device. The racetrack effect can be exploited, 

however, if more than one ion species of disparate m/z ratios are to be isolated simultaneously as 

in, for example, a tandem MS workflow. In the following we describe and illustrate isolation of 

multiple ions in the general case, which makes no constraint on the difference in m/z ratios of the 
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selected ions, and in a special case in which multiple ions of a small relative Δm are to be selected 

simultaneously.  

5.3.1 Timing of Ion Release Events for Multiple Ions of Arbitrary Δm 

Prediction of ion position and direction in the ELIT is necessary in establishing the timing 

for ion release in a multiple ion isolation experiment. The instantaneous ion position and direction 

in the ELIT is related to the number of laps an ion has undergone after its initial entrance into the 

ELIT. This includes the number of laps after the plate 1 ion mirror is pulsed high to trap injected 

ions plus the fractional lap that each injected ion undergoes once it enters the ELIT and before 

plate 1 is pulsed high. Due to the m/z dependent flight time differences of the ions injected from 

the accumulation quadrupole, trapped ions of each m/z ratio undergo a unique fraction of one lap 

prior to the initial plate 1 mirror switch. When ions have experienced half a lap, they are positioned 

at the turning point near plate 8 and when ions have experienced an integer lap number they are 

located at the turning point near plate 1. The fractional lap value can be denoted as a position index 

in which ions at plate 8 have a position index of 0.5 and ions at plate 1 have a position index of 0 

or 1 depending on whether they are travelling to or from plate 8. Position indices of 0.0-0.5 denote 

ions moving in the direction of plate 8 whereas position indices of 0.5-1.0 indicated ions moving 

in the direction of plate 1. Hence, determination of the fractional lap number from the instant an 

ion enters the ELIT as a function of time indicates the position and direction of the ion. A Matlab 

script (MATLAB 2019a) was written to calculate position indices as a function of time for multiple 

ions at the same time. 

Figure 5.1 is provided to illustrate a pulse sequence that could be used to isolate 

simultaneously three ions from three distinct isotopic distributions using a plot of position index 

versus storage time (corrected for the fractional lap number for each m/z value of interest). The 
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position index versus time plots for m/z 350.99 (black line), m/z 522.76 (red line), and m/z 1012.21 

(blue line) over a 20 μs time period is provided in the figure along with a diagram that relates the 

position index to plate locations in the ELIT. The schematic diagram of the ELIT plates on the left 

indicates that position indices of 0.0-0.5 relate to ions moving in the direction from plate 1 to plate 

8 and that position indices of 0.5-1.0 relate to ions moving in the direction from plate 8 to plate 1. 

Three blue dots of small, medium, and large size represent the next smaller isotope (smallest dot) 

and next larger isotope (large dot) of the m/z 1012.21 ion (medium dot) at three distinct storage 

times. The solid horizontal line indicated at position index 0.5 represents the voltage applied to the 

plate 8 mirror. Black represents the full voltage of the mirror, which is effective at reflecting 

(storing) ions while green represents a potential that releases ions from the trap. This diagram 

shows that the plate 8 voltage can be dropped anywhere between the first intersection of the m/z 

350.99 line with the 0.5 position index and corresponding intersection of the m/z 1012.21 line to 

release any ions that approach plate 8 during that period, including the lighter isotope of the m/z 

1012.21 ion. To retain the three ions of interest, it is necessary to restore the plate 8 voltage to the 

trapping level prior to the first intersection of the blue line with position index 0.5 until just after 

the second intersection of the black line with 0.5 position index. Plate 8 can then be pulsed down 

to release ions until such time that the m/z 350.99 ion returns to plate 8. An analogous process can 

be repeated, as necessary, to remove any residual untargeted ions whenever the three ions of 

interest are in close proximity. 
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Figure 5.1. The trajectories of three ions are shown by lines (m/z 350.99 in black, 522.76 in red, 

and 1012.21 in blue). Neighboring isotopes of the 1012.21 ion are depicted as circles, with the 

lighter isotope ahead in position of the 1012.21 ion, and the heavier isotope lagging behind. A 

position index of 0.5 corresponds to an ion located at plate 8, while between 0.5 and 1.0, the ion 

is travelling from 8 back to plate 1 (grey area). A mirror switching pulse is depicted as a green 

window at plate 8, spanning the length of the isolation pulse. As long as plate 8 is pulsed back up 

to trapping voltage in time for the 1012.21 isotope to reach it (blue line), the light and heavy isotope 

of this distribution can be let out while the 1012.21, 522.76, and 350.99 m/z species are retained. 
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Simultaneous isolation is demonstrated in Figure 5.2 using centrally located isotopes of 

three carborane ion distributions (CHB11H5Cl6
- (349.70 average m/z), CHB11Cl11

- (521.92 average 

m/z), and CHB11Br11
- (1012.56 average m/z). The three distributions prior to ion isolation are 

shown in Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b shows the isolation of the m/z 350.99 and m/z 522.76 ions from 

the CHB11H5Cl6
- and CHB11Cl11

- distributions, respectively, while Figure 5.2c shows the isolation 

of the m/z 522.76 and m/z 1012.21 ions from the CHB11Cl11
- and CHB11Br11

- distributions, 

respectively. These two spectra illustrate that ions of any two arbitrary m/z ratios can be isolated 

simultaneously. Simultaneous isolation of three ions-of-interest (m/z 350.99, m/z 522.76, and m/z 

1012.21) is shown in Figure 5.2d. The isolation efficiency for each case is illustrated in Figures 

5.2e-h, which compare the pre-isolation CHB11Cl11
- distribution (Figure 5.2e) with the isolated m/z 

522.76 ion following the three isolation experiments (Figures 5.2f-h). In all three cases, the pre- 

and post-isolation abundances of the m/z 522.76 ion are observed to be within the experimental 

variation of the carborane distribution signal. (The pre- and post-isolation results for all three 

carborane distributions associated with the experiment of Figure 5.2d are provided in Figure 5.3, 

again, showing ion isolation efficiency to be within the reproducibility of the abundance 

measurement.) A total storage time of 54.25 ms was used for all three isolation examples. In the 

case of the simultaneous isolation of three ions (Figures 5.2d and 5.2h), four ion overlap events 

were chosen and used for successive release (via plate 8) of unwanted isotopes and are shown in 

Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.2. a) eFT mass spectrum of CHB11H5Cl6
- (349.70 average m/z), CHB11Cl11

- (523.51 

average m/z), and CHB11Br11
- (1012.56 average m/z). b) Simultaneous isolation of m/z 350.99 and 

m/z 522.76. c) Simultaneous isolation of m/z 522.76 and m/z 1012.21. d) Simultaneous isolation 

of a single isotope from each of the three carborane distributions (m/z 350.99, m/z 522.76, and m/z 

1012.21). Zoom-in of the CHB11Cl11
- distribution (e-h) for each adjacent mass spectrum. All 

isolations were done after a separation time of 54.25 ms. All eFT spectra are averages of 100, 500 

ms transients. The (*) denotes the second harmonic of CHB11Br11
-. 
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Table 5.1. Mirror switching isolation delay times and pulse widths used for the simultaneous 

isolation of m/z 350.99, 522.76, and 1012.21 

Isolation Time (ms) Isolation Pulse Width (µs) 

4.161 5 

14.098 5 

22.346 2 

54.25 3 
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Figure 5.3. a) eFT mass spectra of CHB11Br11
- before (black) and after (red) simultaneous isolation. 

b) eFT mass spectra of CHB11Cl11
- before (black) and after (red) simultaneous isolation. c) eFT 

mass spectra of CHB11H5Cl6
- before (black) and after (red) simultaneous isolation. Isolation 

efficiencies were 89%, 95%, and 121%. 
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the step-wise release of ions resulting in simultaneous isolation of the 

m/z 520.76 and m/z 619.68 ions from a mixture containing CHB11Cl11
- (521.92 average m/z), and 

CHB11H5Br6
- (616.40 average m/z). In this example, the m/z range is small enough to clearly see 

the individual isotopes of each distribution during the step-wise ion release process. Figure 5.4a 

shows the pre-isolation mass spectrum of the two isotopic distributions. Figures 5.4b-d shows the 

remaining ions after each ion release event (plate 8) with the timing of the steps shown in the figure. 

In this case, the isolation could be effected in slightly over 5 ms. 

One of the applications for the simultaneous isolation of multiple ions of disparate m/z 

ratios is the inclusion of ions of known m/z for mass calibration associated with the measurement 

of the m/z of an analyte of interest. A simple example is provided in Figure 5.5, which shows the 

results for the simultaneous isolation of three calibrant ions (m/z 622.029, 922.010, and 1521.971) 

generated from a tuning mix supplied by Agilent for LC/MS calibration along with the [M+4H]4+ 

ions generated by nano-ESI of bovine insulin (Figure 5.5a). Figure 5.5b shows a blow-up of the 

experimental insulin [M+4H]4+ isotope distribution (black) with the theoretical isotope distribution 

in red. The mass calibration derived from the three tuning mix ions yielded mass measurements 

for the insulin isotopes with an average mass measurement error of 10 ppm. 
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Figure 5.4. eFT mass spectra demonstrating step-wise simultaneous isolation of m/z 520.76 and 

m/z 619.68 from a mixture containing CHB11Cl11
- (521.92 average m/z), and CHB11H5Br6

- (616.40 

average m/z). a) Mass spectrum prior to any isolation steps. b) Mass spectrum after a single mirror 

switching isolation pulse after 574 μs of storage. c) Mass spectrum after adding a second mirror 

switching isolation pulse after 1.019 ms of storage. d) Mass spectrum after the addition of a third 

mirror switching isolation pulse after 5.088 ms of storage. These spectra are averages of 100, 500 

ms transients. 
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Figure 5.5. a) eFT mass spectrum of three calibrant ions and [M+4H]4+ ion of bovine insulin 

simultaneously isolated from a mixture of ESI tuning mix and bovine insulin. b) Expanded region 

for the [M+4H]4+ of bovine insulin (black) with simulated isotope distribution for the theoretical 

mass (red). All eFT spectra are averages of 100, 400 ms transients. 
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5.3.2 Timing of Ion Release Events for Multiple Ions of Fixed and Small Relative Δm 

A special case for simultaneous ion isolation arises when there are multiple peaks with a 

small fixed mass spacing within a distribution of a much larger average mass (e.g., the isotope 

distribution of a relatively large molecule). In this scenario, closely and regularly spaced ions can 

be released in selective manner using a single ion release gate. We illustrate this capability in 

Figure 5.6 with the isotopes of a carborane anion distribution. Figure 5.6a shows the pre-isolation 

mass spectrum of the isotope distribution of CHB11Br11
- (average m/z = 1012.56) while Figures 

5.6b and 5.6c show post-isolation spectra of the even (Figure 5.6b) and odd (Figure 5.6c) isotopes 

following single plate 8 release pulses of 5 μs at 16.779 ms and 16.7765 ms, respectively. These 

multiple simultaneous isolation events are possible due to the periodicity that arises from regularly 

and closely spaced peaks within a distribution of relatively high m/z ions.   
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Figure 5.6. a) eFT mass spectrum of CHB11Br11
- (1012.56 average m/z). b) Isolation of isotopes 

with an even nominal m/z using a 5 μs isolation window after 16.779 ms of separation. c) Isolation 

of isotopes with a nominal odd m/z using a 5 μs pulse after 16.7765 ms of separation. All eFT 

spectra are averages of 100, 500 ms transients. The phenomena underlying the isolation data of 

Figure 5.6 are described below for an isotopic distribution.  
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Consider an ion of mass m, with isotope spacing of 1 Da. The frequency with which 

adjacent isotopes will overlap in the ELIT (i.e., the beat frequency of the pair of ions) is given by 

the difference in the fundamental oscillation frequencies of the two ions, as indicated in equation 

1, where c is the frequency-to-mass calibration for the ELIT.17 

 ∆𝑣1Da =
c

√m
−

c

√m + 1
=

c(√m + 1 − √m)

√m(m + 1)
 (5.1) 

Similarly, the beat frequency between m and its isotope 2 Da away is given by: 

 ∆𝑣2Da =
c

√m
−

c

√m + 2
=

c(√m + 2 − √m)

√m(m + 2)
 (5.2) 

The ratio of beat periods, given by the inverse of the ratio of beat frequencies, is shown by equation 

3:  

 
beat period 1 Da

beat period 2 Da
=

∆𝑣2Da

∆𝑣1Da
=

√m(m + 1)

√m(m + 2)
∗

√m + 2 − √m

√m + 1 − √m
 (5.3) 

If m is large compared to the Δm (2 or 1 in this case), the term 
√m(m+1)

√m(m+2)
 approaches 1 while 

√m+2−√m

√m+1−√m
 approaches 2. Thus, to a first approximation, the beat period between an ion of mass m 

and an ion 1 Da away will be twice the beat period of the ion m and an isotope 2 Da away. Likewise, 

the beat period for the 1 Da spacing will be three times that for a spacing of 3 Da, and so forth. 

Defining the beat period between m and m+2 as T, the beat period between m and m+4 will be 

T/2, and between m and m+6 it will be T/3, etc. Therefore, after time T has passed, and if ion m is 

of even nominal mass, all even isotopes will be overlapping with the ion m (m+4 will have 

overlapped with m once already, m+6 twice, etc.). In contrast, the beat period between ion m and 

m+1 will be 2T; between m and m+3 it will be 2T/3, and between m and m+5 it will be 2T/5. 

Therefore, after time T has passed, these odd isotopes will have undergone N + 1/2 beat periods 
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(for example T/ (2T/3) = 1+1/2) with ion m and its corresponding set of even isotopes, which will 

all be overlapping. This means they will be almost perfectly separated by half the lap time of m 

from ion m and the set of even isotopes containing m. Thus, a single appropriately timed gate can 

allow for the simultaneous release of either all odd or all even isotopes. This can be extended to 

separate ions with a spacing of 3 Da as well, although in this case, at the beat period between m 

and m+3, the distribution will form three sets of ions, now separated by 1/3rd the lap time of m. 

We further note that this technique is not necessarily limited for use with isotopic mass differences 

of 1 Da. For example, the mass of a protein may be large enough compared to masses associated 

with sodium and other adductions for this technique to be performed to isolate alternating degrees 

of adduction. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

An approach for simultaneous isolation of multiple ions of disparate m/z ratios is 

demonstrated in an electrostatic linear ion trap. Simultaneous isolation takes advantage of both the 

rapid spatial separation of ions and the periodic nature of ion overlap in a closed path MR-TOF 

device. Mirror switching isolation pulses can be timed to coincide with overlapping events and 

because the ions of interest are spatially overlapped during the isolation event, they can be isolated 

from contaminant ions simultaneously. The time in which the overlap event occurs can be 

determined based on ion frequencies and beat periods within the device. Furthermore, the position 

and direction of ion motion can be predicted and used to optimize the timing of mirror switching 

isolation. To demonstrate simultaneous isolation, isotopes were selected from three carborane 

distributions and isolated in a combination of ways. This capability is useful for multiplexed 

MS/MS experiments and for inclusion of calibrant ions for high mass measurement accuracy 

applications. In addition, equally spaced ions with a small mass range can be simultaneously 

isolated if the m/z spacing is small compared to the nominal m/z of the isolated ions.  
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 TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY USING AN 

ELECTROSTATIC LINEAR ION TRAP 

6.1 Introduction 

Tandem mass spectrometry1 (MS/MS or MSn) is the sequential mass spectrometric analysis 

of analyte ions. MS/MS is primarily executed by conducting an initial MS experiment to identify 

potential precursor ion for subsequent MS/MS. In the MS/MS experiment, the first MS step 

involves the isolation of a precursor ion which is then subjected to some physiochemical process 

to produce new product ions which are analyzed in the second MS stage. Product ions are often 

informative and can provide information about the structure and identity of the precursor ion. Thus, 

tandem mass spectrometry is often used in the analysis of many classes of molecules including 

drugs,2,3 proteins,4,5 lipids,6,7 carbohydrates,8,9 and protein complexes.10,11 

Tandem mass spectrometry can be performed in one of two ways: tandem-in-time or tandem-

in-space.12 A convenient aspect of the tandem-in-time approach is the ease (no hardware 

modifications required) in which multidimensional mass spectrometry (MSn, where n >2) can be 

performed. MSn involves the same steps as a tandem mass spectrometry experiment repeated 

multiple times. In this case the product ions of the previous experiment become the precursors for 

the next MS stage. This sequence of event can be repeated until the ion population is diminished 

due to charge partitioning among product ion and/or ion losses in each MS stage. 

Since multidimensional mass spectrometry necessitates non-destructive ion detection, MSn 

has been primarily been limited to magnetic/electrostatic (FT-ICR) and electrodynamic ion traps. 

One of the most prominent non-destructive mass analyzers is the Orbitrap however it is difficult 

to induce ion chemistry without losing ions and also difficult to extract ions from these devices. 

An alternative non-destructive electrostatic mass analyzer is the electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT) 
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in which it is relatively straight forward to fragment ions within the device using SID 13 (tandem-

in-time) and can also be used as a high-resolution terminal mass analyzer after quadrupole linear 

ion trap (QLIT) isolation and CID 14 (tandem-in-space). 

In this work, we demonstrate the use of an electrostatic linear ion trap as both a tandem-in-

space and tandem-in-time mass spectrometer. High resolution product ion spectra are 

demonstrated after apex ion isolation and fragmentation in QLIT. Finally, tandem-in-time mass 

spectrometry is demonstrated using mirror switching isolation and SID. Tandem-in-time is 

demonstrated on lipid mixtures and a protein complex. 

6.2 Experimental Section 

6.2.1 Materials 

[PC P-18:0/22:6] and bovine heart extract were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(Alabaster, AL). Methanol was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). HPLC-

grade water was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Triosephosphate isomerase, 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-heptadecafluoro-1-

decanethiol, sodium borohydride, ammonium iron(II) sulfate hexahydrate and reserpine was 

purchase from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Glacial acetic acid, sodium hydroxide, and 

hydrogen peroxide (30% w/w) were purchased from Macron Fine Chemicals (Center Valley, PA). 

Ethanol was purchased from Decon Laboratories (King of Prussia, PA). The mixture of [PC P-

18:0/22:6] (100 μM) was prepared using 99/1 v/v MeOH/1 mM ammonium acetate. Bovine heart 

extract (polar) was prepared to a final concentration of 100 μM in methanol with 100 mM 

ammonium acetate, assuming an average lipid molecular mass of 760 g/mol. Triosephosphate 
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isomerase was prepared to a final concentration of 50 µM in 100 mM ammonium acetate after 

buffer exchange and dialysis 

6.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 

All experiments were carried out on a home-built electrostatic linear ion trap mass 

spectrometer shown in Figure 6.1. The nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) source and the method 

by which ions are concentrated and injected into the electrostatic linear ion trap (ELIT) have been 

described.15 The electrostatic linear ion trap described in this work is 5.25″ in length measured 

from the beginning of the first trapping electrode to the end of the last trapping electrode. The 

charge-sensitive detection electronics have been described previously.16 The output of the charge 

sensitive preamplifier (A250, Amptek) was filtered (band-pass, Krohn-Hite Model 3945, Brockton, 

MA) and amplified (gain = 5) prior to digitization by a PCI-based digitizer (CS1621, 16-bit, Gage 

Applied Technologies, Lanchine, Quebec, Canada) at a rate of 10 MS/s (AC coupled, 1 MΩ input 

impedance, 25 MHz low-pass filter enabled). A program written in LabVIEW 13.0 (National 

Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to acquire each transient for FT analysis. A custom program, 

written in MATLAB 2019b, was used to process the transients using the enhanced Fourier 

transform (eFT).17 

Ion Isolation 

Ion isolation was performed by pulsing of the first plate of the ELIT (plate 1) from its 

nominal trapping potentials (∼2360 V) to ground at some specified time after ion injection.18 It is 

important to note that the voltage necessary for ion ejection needs only to be lower than the 

nominal ion energy (∼1960 eV/charge). The time in which the electrodes are pulsed and the 

duration they are held at ground was set by a pulse/delay generator (model 577, Berkeley 

Nucleonics, San Rafael, CA). A home-built digital signal joiner was developed for combining 
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waveforms from multiple signal sources such that a single mirror could be pulsed multiple times 

by coupling up to three input TTL signals. This device allowed for high accuracy control over 

multiple mirror switching events using the BNC 577 pulse/delay generator. Each signal drives a 

high impedance input that prevents interference or signal degradation of adjacent channels. By 

utilizing high-speed CMOS technology, the circuit was configured such that the propagation delay 

stays within an 8.5 ns window. Mirror switching was done using ORTEC 556 power supplies and 

solid-state switches (HTS 31-03-GSM, Behlke Electronics GMBH, Kronberg, Germany). 

Collision Induced Dissociation 

Once injected ions are transported from the ion source to the quadrupole linear ion trap 

(QLIT) where they are thermalized. Ions can be isolated via apex isolation before being subjected 

to collision induced dissociation. This is done by triggering a function generator to produce a 

sinusoidal signal of proper amplitude and frequency across one of the rod pairs (dipolar excitation) 

using a transformer. The linear acceleration (LINAC) electrode can then be ramped to bunch the 

product ions before the exit lens is then pulsed down to inject ions into the ELIT for mass analysis. 

Surface Induced Dissociation 

The SID surface consisted of a polished gold disk (5mm outer diameter, 4mm thick, Pine 

Research Instrumentation, Durham, NC). The surface was first prepared by rinsing with ethanol 

followed by sonication for 10 min in cleaning solution followed by 10 min of sonication in ethanol. 

The surfaced was then rinsed with water. Nano-polishing was performed by placing the surface in 

1 mM Fe2+, 10 mM H2O2, an 1 mM acetate buffer (pH = 4.7) for 1 h followed by rinsing with 

water.19 Oxides on the surface were reduced by placing the surface in 0.5 M naBH4 in 1:1 

ethanol/water for 10 min followed by rinsing with water followed by ethanol.20 A self-assembled 
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monolayer (SAM) was added by placing the surface in a 1 mM solution of 

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-heptadecaflouro-1-decanethiol in ethanol for 24 h. The surface 

was then sonicated in ethanol for 5 min three times. The surface was then air dried before being 

mounted 2 mm behind plate 8 to which it was electrically connected via a wire. 

 Since ions are injected at ~1960 eV, the energy imparted on the ions upon collision with 

the gold surface is the difference between the ion energy and the potential of the surface. The 

relationship between ion collision energies and the timing associated with SID in an ELIT has been 

discussed at depth previously by Hilger et. al..13 Here we primarily discuss SID in an ELIT in 

relation to tandem mass spectrometry in which ions are isolated using mirror switching and 

subsequently fragmented to derive information about lipid class and higher order structure from 

the protein complex triose phosphate isomerase.  
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 6.1. Instrument Schematic 
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6.3.1 Tandem-in-Space 

 

Figure 6.2. Collision induced dissociation of reserpine after being isolated using apex isolation. 

When operated as a tandem-in-space mass spectrometer, ions are probed and analyzed in 

two separate devices.12 In the device shown in Figure 6.1, ions can be apex isolated and fragmented 

via collision induced dissociation in the trapping quadrupole. Product ions generated are then 

injected into the ELIT for mass analysis.  Figure 6.2 demonstrates tandem-in-space mass 

spectrometry of [reserpine + H]+ in which the precursor ion at m/z 609 is isolated in the trapping 

quadrupole (A). Ions are then subjected to resonant excitation in which ions undergo collision 

induced dissociation. After CID ions are concentrated to the end of the quadrupole and injected 

into the ELIT for high resolution product mass analysis (B). 
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Tandem-in-space mass spectrometry can also be accomplished using the ELIT for ion 

isolation and mass analysis while still utilizing the trapping quadrupole for CID.14 Ions are isolated 

either via frequency modulation with or mirror switching within the ELIT and subsequently 

transferred back into the trapping quadrupole for CID. Once product ions are generated, ions can 

be concentrated near the exit electrode of the trapping quadrupole using the LINAC electrodes and 

re-injected into the ELIT for product ion analysis. Inefficiencies transferring ions back to the 

trapping quadrupole from the ELIT in our current apparatus makes this method difficult to 

accomplish as product ions are low in intensities.  

6.3.2 Tandem-in-Time 

When operated as a tandem-in-time mass spectrometer, a precursor ion is isolated, probed, 

and mass analyzed in the same mass analyzer. In the device shown in Figure 6.1, ions are injected 

into the ELIT where a precursor ion is then mass selected using mirror switching. The mass 

selected ion is then allowed to collide with a gold surface placed behind the rear ion mirror. After 

colliding with the gold surface ions are then re-trapped for product ion analysis. 

Surface induced dissociation using the ELIT has been discussed in-depth previously.13 In 

short, the gold surface is electrically connected to the outermost plate electrode. This electrode is 

pulsed down such that ions can impinge upon the gold surface with an energy corresponding the 

difference between the energy of the ions (potential plus kinetic) and the potential of the surface. 

By positioning the gold surface behind the rear ion mirror, most of the ion kinetic energy is 

converted to potential energy by the ion mirror before fragmentation. Thus, the total energy of the 

product ions is determined by the electrostatic potential near the surface. Although small changes 

in fragment ion frequencies do occur (>200 Hz at m/z 100 which corresponds to a mass shift of 

~0.1 m/z), ion energies are still within the focusing range of the current ELIT geometry. 
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Lipid Analysis 

 Lipidomics is one potential area in which a high-performance tandem-in-time mass 

spectrometer would be of interest, as samples can possess many isobaric species.6,7 The ability to 

isolate one isobaric lipid species from another simplifies the MS/MS experiment as other stages 

of separation would likely be needed in lieu high isolation resolution. On our current apparatus, 

we have demonstrated that phospholipids separated by 57.5 mDa can be isolated from one another 

using mirror switching (Chapter 4).15  

 

Figure 6.3. Mirror switching isolation of [PC P-18:0/22:6+H]+ after mirror switching isolation. 

Figure 6.3 shows tandem-in-time mass spectrometry on [PC P-18:0/22:6]. The precursor ion 

has been isolated from adducts and in-sources fragments (A). The ion of interest is then allowed 

to impinge upon the gold surface with an ion energy of ~40 eV to produce a class determinant 

head group ion which in this case is a phosphocholine (B). When sprayed in positive mode, the 
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most abundant product ion for a phosphocholine lipid is the phosphocholine head group due to the 

fixed charge on the quaternary amine. This abundant head group product ion provides useful 

information on the class of the ion. The class and accurate mass of the lipid can then be used to 

narrow the possible candidates in a database search. 

 

Figure 6.4. Bovine heart extract (polar) prior to isolation (A). Isolation of m/z 744.55 using mirror 

switching (B). SID of m/z 744.55 to produce the class determinant head group ion at m/z 184 (C). 

Figure 6.4 (A) shows bovine heart extract (polar) prior to ion isolation. A precursor ion can 

be mass selected (B) before subsequent SID. Based on the appearance of a head group ion at m/z 

184 we can confirm that this is a phosphocholine and based on the m/z of the precursor ion (m/z 

744.55), the lipid of interest is most likely [PC 33:2]. 
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Protein Complex Analysis 

Structural analysis using SID has become increasing prevalent.22 For multimeric proteins, 

the sudden release of energy throughout the ion species leads to dissociation pathways that result 

in loss of subunits which retain much of their structure. In this way, SID can be used to probe the 

subunit binding associated with multimeric protein complexes. Figure 6.5 shows a proof-of-

concept experiment for multimeric protein complex SID in an ELIT. 

 

Figure 6.5. Triosephosphate isomerase prior to isolation (A). Isolation of the +14 charge state of 

the triosephosphate isomerase homo-dimer using mirror switching (B). SID of the isolated charge 

state to produce monomers (C). 

Figure 6.5 (A) shows charge state distributions associated with triosephosphate isomerase 

which is a naturally occurring dimer (27 kDa per subunit).10 Using mirror switching, the 14+ 

charges state of the dimer can be isolated as shown in Figure 6.5 (B). The dimer can then be 
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subjected to a collision energy of ~1680V to induce fragmentation, producing monomeric species. 

Thus, demonstrating the utility of the ELIT in probing higher order protein structure.  

6.4 Future Directions 

In addition to CID and SID, ion activation can occur by radially injecting a beam of light, 

electrons, atoms, etc. between two plates of an ELIT such that it interacts with the ion packet at 

the turning point. This form of activation benefits from the fact that both precursor and product 

ions remain unperturbed, unlike in SID where ion are removed from the trapped. In the case where 

only a single ion is present in the ELIT after isolation, the beam can be brought down the radial 

axis of the trap for maximum overlap with the ion population. The method for ion activation is 

limited by the size of the ion and the amount of energy impart of the population. In the current 

apparatus, a laser induced dissociation method is being implemented such that a ultraviolet and 

infrared laser can be brought in between plates 7 and 8 to induce photofragmentation. The final 

proposed instrument is shown in Figure 6.6 and is capable of CID, SID, UVPD, IRMPD, and 

ion/ion reaction. 
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Figure 6.6. Next generation ELIT platform that allows for CID, SID, UVPD, IRMPD, and Ion/Ion 

reactions. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

The ELIT presented here can operate as both a tandem-in-space and tandem-in-time mass 

spectrometer. The benefit of utilizing the ELIT as a tandem-in-time device is that high resolution 

ion isolation can be accomplished via mirror switching prior to generating fragment ions. This is 

particularly useful when looking at complex mixtures where isobaric compounds are common. 

Tandem mass spectrometry on lipid mixtures has been shown using mirror switching isolation 

followed by SID. This provided useful headgroup information which when coupled with the 

accurate precursor m/z was used to determine the identity of a lipid present in bovine heart extract. 

Structural analysis can also be done using a tandem-in-time approach. A single charge state of a 

protein complex can be isolated via mirror switching before being subjected to SID. This was 

demonstrated using the naturally occurring dimer triosephosphate isomerase which produced 

monomer fragments after interrogation using SID. The ELIT can also be operate as a tandem-in-

space mass spectrometer where isolation and CID fragmentation occur in a colinear QLIT. The 

product ions can then be injected into the ELIT for high resolution mass analysis. Tandem-in-time 

mass spectrometry was demonstrated with reserpine.   
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